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FBI rates JMU, Harrisonburg 
near national top for safety 
by Karen Brewer 
staff writer 
JMU is one of the safest 
campuses in one of the safest 
cities in the country, according to 
recent FBI Uniform Crime 
reports. 
JMU ranked among the Top 
20 Safest Colleges/Universities in 
America, while Harrisonburg 
ranked as the 17th-safest city. 
JMU has been in the top 20 for 
years, according to Fred Hilton, 
director of media relations. 
"We've always ranked very well. 
We've always been very 
conscious of safety here," he 
said. 
Alan MacNutt, JMU director 
of public safety, said, "Crime 
does occur here, serious crime 
does, but not frequently." 
In a tie for second with several 
other colleges, JMU only had one 
violent crime during the 1992-93 
academic year. 
MacNutt said he believes that 
the small population of 
Harrisonburg and the attitudes of 
the citizens are factors in the 
ranking. 
"I have to believe that the 
work ethic that predominates in 
this area has something to do 
with it," he said. "Kids that come 
to school here pick JMU for these 
qualities." 
Col. Don Harper of 
Harrisonburg police said he also 
believes that city residents have a 
different attitude. "I think that the 
attitude of the citizens has a lot to 
do with it. I think a majority of 
the citizens are law-abiding and 
have a low tolerance for non-law- 
abiding people." 
Hilton said, "We have a good 
brand of students here. Criminal 
offenses are rare and I hope it 
will always stay like that." 
However, members of ROAR, 
a JMU women's performance 
group, said that as women they 
don't feel safe on campus and 
that people of color don't feel 
safe on Greek Row and in 
Harrisonburg. 
The campus cadet program is 
made up of 50 students who 
provide escorts for students 
walking alone at night, and they 
also patrol the campus on foot. 
Hilton said, "The cadet 
program is excellent. We do have 
students out and around who can 
get to police quickly if they need 
to.    Safety    is    everyone's 
responsibility. 
Freshman Kelly Brugnoli said 
said she feels safe on campus, "I 
think it's pretty well lit. I know 
you can always call a cadet. I 
don't really worry when I walk 
around at night." 
Twelve to 13 cadets are on 
duty nightly from 7 p.m. to 3 a.m. 
"We efficiently schedule our 
people    to    get     maximum 
coverage," MacNutt said. 
Freshman Kristin Brooks said, 
"At night when I'm walking 
around, I see a lot of the cadets. 
"I usually take a route where 
there will be a lot of people, 
especially near White because it 
doesn't seem as well lit," Brooks 
said. 
Sophomore Mike Luca said, "I 
feel the campus is safe and well 
lit. I think it's cool that cadets are 
there as escorts for the protection 
of women. You don't really hear 
about girls being abducted on 
campus. 
"If I couldn't be there to walk 
home with a girl, I'd trust the 
safety of the school," he said. 
MacNutt said JMU police also 
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Dean answers restructuring questions 
by Drew vanEsselsty n 
 news editor  
Dr. Richard Whitman, dean of 
the College of Fine Arts and 
Communication, took a step to 
alleviate students' concerns about 
restructuring with a question and 
answer session Friday afternoon. 
"There are a lot of 
mechanisms for communicating 
with faculty and administrators, 
but not a lot of mechanisms for 
communicating with students," 
Whitman said in his opening 
remarks. "We're trying to 
establish frequent, quality 
exchanges, especially with the 
great deal of activity occurring 
with the university." 
Whitman outlined the steps 
that restructuring has taken 
leading up to the events of the 
last several weeks, and he 
discussed where JMU now stands 
in relation to the changes 
university-wide. 
"Personally I was impressed 
by the way he traced the cause 
and effect of restructuring," 
sophomore Susan Danewitz (see 
story on signs) said. "He wanted 
us to understand, but we have the 
right to ask for more than he's 
giving us." 
Whitman said, "There has 
been outside pressure that 
resulted in a lack of confidence in 
the general accountability of 
higher education. There is a 
perception that we have not been 
good stewards of our resources, 
that we have not responded well 
to cuts. 
"We want to maintain quality 
programs," he said, "But we 
also want to do it as 
efficiently as we can." 
More specifically. 
Whitman touched on what 
the new College of the Arts 
would mean to students, 
addressing the rumors and 
concerns expressed by the 
audience of approximately 
50 students. 
Questions for Whitman 
revolved around the art 
department, which is slated to 
become the School of Art in the 
new restructuring proposal. 
Alice Donohoe, a sophomore 
art history major, asked if the 
graphic design program was 
going to suffer due to a lack of 
resources. 
"Graphic design is not being 
cut," Whitman said, "We're 
going to extend what we offer, 
given our limited resources." 
Several      students      also 
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Group posts 'shock' signs 
to increase awareness 
by Drew vanEsselstyn 
 news editor  
Amid the recent 
restructuring controversy, a 
group of students has found its 
own way to stir things up on 
campus. 
Wednesday morning, the 
day after the Commission on 
Undergraduate Studies voted 
to eliminate Freshman 
Seminar, signs were posted 
around JMU. 
Phrases on the signs 
included "Freshman Seminar 
is dead: will your favorite 
class be next?" and "Does 
your department still exist?" 
The signs were put together in 
an effort to increase awareness 
among the student body and 
for shock value, according to 
sophomore Susan Danewitz. 
JMU President Ronald 
Carrier's home address and 
phone number were listed on 
the signs, as well as those of 
Danewitz. 
Danewitz and about 100 
other students have been 
meeting during the past week 
and discussing the changes 
facing JMU, and they have 
started to take action in order 
to inform students of the 
changes. 
"Students just don't know 
what's going on with 
restructuring," Danewitz said. 
"The signs were an awareness 
thing — trying to get students 
aware of changes and to at 
least question whether they're 
good or not." 
Danewitz said that 
restructuring is necessary 
given current and possible 
financial constraints, but the 
group wants to make sure that 
"changes work to the benefit 
of students and faculty. 
"A lot of changes are being 
made solely by 
administrators," she said. 
Sophomore art major Sally 
Chang said, "Students should 
have a say in the cutting of 
courses." 
Most of the signs were 
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How about that! 
Ed Perry and the Dukes celebrated with a 52 
21 defeat of Northeastern Saturday. See p. 26 for 
more details on the game. 
Safety 
continued from page 1 
protect and secure the campus. "We have a full-fledged 
police squad with professional officers that are interested 
in their community," he said. 
MacNutt, a cadet supervisor and a female faculty 
member take a lighting tour each year to assess the 
lighting on campus and decide where limbs and shrubs 
need to be trimmed so they do not obstruct light. 
ROAR members said they feel very unsafe on campus 
and believe that the campus is not well lit. They 
expressed concern about the dim lighting in the Village 
area and the bushes where people could hide. 
Transfer student Jen Black said, "I went to BYU last 
year, and everywhere you were you could see an 
emergency phone and (the campus] was well lit 
"Here, I feel safe walking home at night, except for 
the route behind the tennis courts. 1 think that could use 
more lighting. Other than that, I feel pretty secure." 
Hilton said, "We're continually revealing our campus. 
It's well lit. 
"Through residence halls and student affairs, there arc 
a lot of programs that educate students." 
According to Harper, programs are available in 
Harrisonburg as well. 
Such programs include home security checks, the 
DARE, program for drug prevention, prevention of 
sexual assault and programs on the victimization of 
elderly. 
Harper said that groups can request a topic and the 
police, who sponsor the programs, will schedule it for 
"five people or 50." 
Restructuring 
continued from page 1 
questioned if restructuring costs 
were going to hinder the purpose 
of the proposed changes. 
Concerns focused on the costs of 
adding technology and more 
classes, as well as the timetable 
for changes to be in place. 
"Restructuring's going to cost 
money," Whitman said. "But 
over the long term, it's going to 
reduce costs. There is always the 
fear that we place too much 
confidence in the effect 
technology will have in reducing 
costs." 
Whitman also discussed the 
availability of space problems 
JMU is currently facing, given 
the projections of increased 
enrollment in higher education in 
Virginia by the year 2000. JMU 
is expected to have an influx of 
3,500 students. 
Danewitz said, "He's looking 
out for students down the road, 
but students already here have the 
right to get a quality education 
for themselves." 
There was also mention by 
students that certain courses were 
in danger of being completely 
eliminated, specifically turning 
the dance major into a 
concentration within the 
proposed School of Theatre Arts. 
According to the State Council 
of Higher Education for Virginia, 
three criteria have been 
established to determine if a 
program is "unproductive," but 
Whitman referred to the 
standards as being "quantitative." 
Whitman pointed out that 
some JMU art major programs 
have fallen short of SCHEVs 
criteria, including the dance 
program. But he said his 
commitment to the dance 
program is strong. 
"[Restructuring] is not an 
effort, in any part, to devalue the 
dance program," he said. "We 
want to protect it. We need to 
collectively present a unified 
front [to SCHEV], and in no way 
do we consider dance an inferior 
program." 
In addition to academic 
programs, he also explained the 
problems   facing   university 
governance. 
"We operate in terms of 
collegiality," Whitman said. 
"Collegiality and democracy are 
not always the same thing. We 
delegate authority. A lot of us 
spend most of our careers trying 
to determine which is the best 
way. We want to give a voice, 
but decisions are not always 
based on majority rule." 
Following the meeting, both 
Whitman and students present 
were pleased with how the 
session went. 
"I think it's something we 
need to do," Whitman said. 
"Uncertainty, anxiety and rumors 
can be squelched. It will also 
provide people a voice in the 
outcomes as they develop." 
Sophomore Sally Chang said, 
"I think it's admirable. He's 
trying to make the best out of a 
tough situation. And I liked how 
candid he was." 
Dr. Whitman will hold the next 
question-and-answer session 
Thursday in the Warren Hall 
Highlands Room from 7-9 p.m. 
Awareness 
continued from page 1 
phrased as "totally rhetorical questions" so that students 
would actually wonder and ask for themselves, Danewitz 
said. 
In the future, the group plans to take further action. 
Letter-writing campaigns and talks with administrators 
arc part of the group's plans. 
One of the group's main objectives is to restore 
Freshman Seminar, because as Danewitz said, "a lot of 
us feel the elimination of Freshman Seminar was a big 
mistake." 
Chang said, "We want to get Freshman Seminar back 
because wc feel that it was truly the cornerstone of our 
education. Just the fact that the revised proposal wasn't 
debated [at the Commission meeting] is absurd." 
The group's next meeting is 8 p.m. Wednesday in the 
Anthony-Seeger lobby. 
'The signs were an 
awareness thing — trying to 







Dean of the College of Fine Arts and Communication Richard 
Whitman told students restructuring will be costly but worth K. 
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News 
JMU among national business game leaders 
by Mike Leedom 
stqffwriter 
JMU is edging out Harvard Business 
School in the national AT&T Collegiate 
Investment Challenge that began Oct. 11. 
As of Nov. 1, JMU was ranked fourth 
in the competition, which includes more 
than 900 colleges from across the nation. 
According to Randy Parkman, 
promotions director for Replica 
Corporation, creator of the investment 
challenge, more than 13,000 students have 
taken part in the competition this year. 
"[The competition] is a national 
investment challenge that features college 
and high school divisions," Parkman said. 
Harvard Business School, which won 
the event last year, is ranked in the top IS, 
while JMU is in the top five. 
At a cost of 539.95, each participant 
receives a fictitious 5500,000 account to 
buy and sell stocks. Players have until 
Dec. 10 to make as much money as they 
can. 
AT&T is the event's main sponsor, and 
this is the sixth year the Replica 
Corporation has managed the competition. 
JMU senior Bill Onesti is one of the 
competition's top investors with 
approximately $640,000 in his account 
"A lot of it depends on luck," Onesti 
said, who is one of 68 JMU students 
participating in the challenge. 
Onesti said he is playing "for the 
general experience of buying and selling 
in the stock market." 
Junior Mark Brockaway said, "I 
thought it might be something to put on a 
resume. I'm interested in the stock market 
but not as a career." 
JMU's chapter of the Financial 
Management Association promoted the 
competition to students on campus. 
Players use an AT&T 800 number to 
trade stocks from the New York Stock 
Exchange, the American Stock Exchange 
and the National Association of Security 
Dealers Automated Quotations. 
Participants also receive a monthly 
portfolio that lists their transactions. At the 
end of the competition, everyone has 
documentation of their performance, 
Parkman said. 
Senior Timothy Sturr, president of 
JMU's chapter of FMA said, "It's a good 
opportunity to get experience in the stock 
market without investing your own 
capital. Plus, it's a lot of fun." 
Sturr said he invests mainly in cheap 
stocks which have rapid price fluctuations 
since the competition is only for two 
months. 
"I picked all risky stocks because of the 
time horizon involved. I'm investing 
almost strictly on the NASDAQ," he said. 
Sophomore finance major Manish 
Mukhi agreed with Slurr's short-term gain 
philosophy. 
"So far, I've been looking for possible 
take-over targets. Also, [I look for] 
smaller companies with small growth," he 
said. 
Mukhi said he currently has 5615,000 
in his account, a profit of 25 percent of his 
starting capital. 
Students and colleges can gauge their 
performance in the competition on a 
regular basis. 
In addition to the monthly portfolio, 
each week USA Today publishes the top 
10 students and schools from across the 
country along with their respective 
account values. 
Before the investment challenge started, 
FMA hosted a presentation to familiarize 
students with the market. Brokers from 
Scott & Stringfellow Investments and 
Wheat First Securities gave investment 
strategies for students planning to 
participate in the competition. 
Most of the participants in the 
competition are finance majors or 
members of FMA. 
"I would say the vast majority are 
finance majors, but we did not limit it to 
members," Sturr said. 
Non-finance majors are not at a 
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JMU's Bill Onesti is one of the top investors in the AT&T business challenge. 
Women's technology conference 
showcases innovative programs 
MIKE HEFFNER 
Panelists Anne Gabbard-Alley (left) and Charlotte Fitzgerald 
discuss diversity in women's studies programs Saturday. 
by Paula Simpson 
contributing writer 
JMU highlighted its 
progression from a two-year 
school of teacher education and 
home economics to an institution 
of innovative women's studies. 
This weekend, JMU held for 
the first time the Virginia 
Women's Studies Association 
Conference. 
Delegations from more than a 
dozen statewide colleges and 
universities discussed the 
women's studies programs that 
run throughout Virginia. 
Dr. Bethany Oberst, vice 
president for academic affairs, 
said in her welcoming remarks 
that JMU was an "appropriate 
place to host such a conference 
because "JMU has such a deep 
tradition of focusing on women's 
studies." 
The main focus of the 
weekend conference was 
"Women and Information 
Technology." Dr. Violet Allain, 
coordinator of the JMU women's 
studies program, said the intent 
of the two-day program was to 
network and bring together more 
than 40 students and professors 
from the many women's studies 
programs in Virginia. 
A series of panels, lectures, 
and demonstrations sparked 
discussions on the programs 
throughout Virginia. Speakers 
and panel members hailed from 
both JMU and the other colleges 
and universities in attendance. 
There were many chances for 
interaction to occur both 
informally and formally as a 
result 
Senior Melissa Click said she 
felt the networking and support 
offered at the conference was 
beneficial to all those present. 
"I think women's studies is not 
a program generally supported by 
administrators," she explained. 
"It is important for us to have the 
support and resources of others in 
WOMEN page 11 
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TransAmerica 
Marketing Sen ices. IIR- 
Weeks Until Christmas 
Prepare for the holiday season by working 
as a client service representative for the 
next 6-8 weeks. Earn $6 per hour working 
the day or evening shift. If you have good 
communication skills, good work ethic, and 
an enthusiastic personality... 
Call Ms. Miller at 434-2311 Monday - Friday   8-5     EOE 
Half moon Dry Good & Trading 
Now in Stock... 
IMPORTED SWEATERS! 
100% Wool, Handmade in Ecuador, with an 
Assortment of Colors 
Low Everyday Prices 
Open: 
1 lam-6pm Mon.-Thurs. 
llam-8pmFri.&Sat. Only $45.99 
Best Price in Town! 
51 East Elizabeth St 
Harrisonburg VA 22801 
(Beside Post Office) 
434-4691 
THERE'S MORE 




Take a break and enjoy the 
Perfect Pizza at the Perfect Price, 
fresh and steaming hot. We'll 
even include our special garlic 
sauce and pepperoncinis - all 
Perfect Pizza. 
Perfect Price, 
vu~ y7*.a^r^-/ Everyday. 
at no extra cost! So, if you get the 
hungries for great-tasting pizza, 
CALL YOUR PAPA! It's that 
easy  433-PAPA 
(433-7272) 
702 E. Market St 
(Comer of Old Furnace Rd.) 
Large 
One Item 
96 6 + tax 
Additional toppings only 93« 




11 98 + tax 
Additional toppings only 93* 
l_ Exj)ir£s_in_3Q_D2y.s_. 
11AM to 3PM ONLY 
Large 
One Item 
99 5 tax 
2>ea* Adduf,, 
Having roommate problems.    I need a\ 
place to shack! 
I Signed, 
Seeking Friends & Fun 
Dear Friend & Fun Seeker, 
Why  don't you  shack  up  with  three| 
close frlende at Ashby Crossing? 
Check Out Our Roommate 
Referral Program! 
Life at Ashby Crossing will entitle you to: 
Free 24 fir maintenance 
F3us pickup every 15 minutes or short walk to JMU 
Covered bus shelter 
Full-size washer & dryer 
Individual leases 
<^V Volleyball & basketball courts, weightroom 
*• Ample, well-lighted parking 
Signed, 
CROSSING 
Additional toppings only 93* l 
_ Expir£§_in_3Q_Dai2 _i 
1235-F Devon lane 
Harrisonburg. UA 22801 
432-1001 
Office Hours: 9AM-5PM Mon-Fri G) 
«- _ 
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Case on musical 
parody to be heard 
by Supreme Court 
WASHINGTON — The Supreme Court 
goes Hollywood this week. On one side 
is the rap group 2 Live Crew, backed by 
the likes of Mark Russell and the 
Capitol Steps, disc jockey Dr. Dcmcnio 
and the Harvard Lampoon. 
On the other side is the Acuff-Rosc 
Music Co., with Dolly Parton, Michael 
Jackson and other singers and writers. 
In the balance is a 2 Live Crew spoof 
of Roy Orbison's 1964 classic "Oh, 
Pretty Woman" that Acuff-Rose says 
infringed federal copyright law. 
Beyond the individual case, a high 
court ruling could determine how easy it 
is to parody and make money from an 
original song without the permission of 
the copyright owner. 
If a lower court decision stands, said 
Washington-based satirists Capitol 
Steps, it "would bring an end to musical 
political parody as it has existed since 
the lime of the Revolution." Entertainers 
on both sides have made their views 
known in "friend of the court" briefs. 
Federal copyright law gives creators 
exclusive rights to sell or license their 
work. But the law cites a "fair use" 
exception for "criticism, comment, news 
reporting, teaching, scholarship or 
research." Federal courts said this may 
include parody and satire. 
The legal question will be whether 2 
Live Crew's parody is a "fair use." Courts 
traditionally balance four factors: the 
nature of the original, the purpose of the 
unauthorized use, how much of the 
original was used and the effect on the 
potential market for the original, 
copyrighted work. 
A lower court said 2 Live Crew's 
primary intention was to make money 
from the parody, so using the original 
work was unfair. That test, says Capitol 
Steps director Bill Strauss, will mean more 
lawsuits against parodies, which typically 
arc commercial. 
The case of Campbell vs. Acuff-Rose 
began in 1989 when Luther Campbell, the 
lead vocalist and songwriter for 2 Live 
Crew, wrote a version of "Oh, Pretty 
Woman." This version, which has the 
same drum beat and bass riff, is titled 
"Pretty Woman." 
— LA. Times/Washington Post news 
service 
CHRIS CAMERA 
Yeltsin backs away from promise 
to hold early presidential elections 
MOSCOW — President Boris Yeltsin on 
Saturday backed away from his promise to 
hold presidential elections next June, 
saying he favors serving his full term, 
which expires in 19%. He suggested he 
would not seek re-election, having 
presided over events he called "too much 
for one man," a Russian news agency 
reported. 
Yeltsin's remarks were a reversal of the 
pledge he made in September when he 
dissolved the Russian parliament, called 
for new parliamentary elections for Dec. 
12 and said he would move up the date of 
elections for president by two years. In 
1991, voters elected Yeltsin to a five-year 
term as Russia's first president. 
When he called for the early election, 
Yeltsin said he would be a candidate. But 
he earlier indicated that he would not seek 
a second term in the June 1996 vole. 
Saturday he told newspaper editors, "1 
am against presidential elections in June, 
1994. I support the presidential mandate 
being used to the full, until 19%." 
Yeltsin indicated last month that he 
would call for early presidential elections 
if the parliament elected in December 
favored it. But in his remarks Saturday, he 
made no mention of the new parliament's 
role, and it was unclear if he planned to 
abide by its will. 
The 62-year-old Russian leader said he 
thinks his main task is the grooming of a 
successor. "Everybody knows how many 
blows of fate I have already suffered." 
In recent weeks, he has allowed some 
opposition parties and newspapers to re- 
open and has pledged to set a level playing 
field for the December elections. 
Criticism of the reversal came from 
allies and opponents. Konstanlin Borovoi, 
a millionaire entrepreneur leading the pro- 
reform August bloc, said that Yeltsin 
"cannot cancel his decision on holding a 
presidential election on June 12 any more 
than he can cancel the election to the 
Federal Assembly, because that is his 
commitment to the citizens of Russia." 
When Yeltsin first promised early 
presidential elections on Sept. 23, two 
days after dissolving the parliament, the 
offer seemed to be a concession to his 
opponents in the legislature. 
But there was little support for June 
elections from any political quarter. His 
foes in the parliament contended that he 
should face the voters the same lime that 
they would. His advisers expressed unease 
with a June ballot, saying he was a sure 
bet to win in December but would be 
weakened by a six-month delay. 
On Friday, Secretary of State Warren 
Christopher,told the House Foreign 
Affairs Committee that the United States 
would not press Yeltsin to hold an early 
presidential ballot due to his desire to 
granl the new parliament a role in selling 
the date for such a vole. "If s my judgment 
thai that's a healthy way lo have it, that 
President Yeltsin has indicated his 
willingness lo stand again | lor elections| 
next June if the parliamcnl wants him lo 
do so," he said. 
In Moscow on Saturday, political parlies 
scrambled against a midnight deadline for 
collecting the I00,(XX) signatures required 
lo field candidates in ncxl month's 
parliamentary elections. 
— LA. Times/Washington Post news 
service 
Kevorkian jailed after 
CHICAGO — The standoff 
between Michigan authorities 
and Jack Kevorkian escalated 
Friday when the retired 
pathologist was jailed after 
refusing- lo post a bond 
connected lo one of his latest 
assisted suicides. 
Kevorkian, 65, who gained a 
reputation as "Dr. Death" 
during his crusade to legalize 
physician-assisted suicide, 
vowed to starve in jail, said his 
lawyer, Geoffrey Fieger. 
Calling Michigan's new law 
banning    assisted    suicide 
refusing to post a bond 
"immoral," Kevorkian has invited 
prosecution since the law took 
effect in February. 
The last straw for prosecutors was 
his help in an assisted suicide in 
September eight hours after being 
ordered to stand trial on charges 
from an earlier one. 
When Detroit Recorder's Court 
Judge Thomas Jackson ordered 
him to post a $20,000 bond with 
$2,000 cash, Kevorkian went limp. 
Two deputies dragged him from 
court, taking him to the county jail. 
— L.A. Times/Washington 
Post news service 
'Officer Friendly' files assault charges after visit 
A 37-ycar-old Baltimore police 
officer who appeared as "Officer 
Friendly" at a cily elementary 
school this week filed assault 
charges against an 8-ycar-old boy 
who allegedly punched her after 
the presentation. 
Officer Friendly is a program in 
which officers go lo schools lo 
educate children about issues 
such as child abuse. 
The boy was sent to the 
principal's office after disrupting 
Agent Carolyn Sallcy's speech to 
a third-grade class Wednesday, 
police and school officials said. 
Sailcy later saw the boy 
silling outside ihc office. When 
he refused lo go lo the cafeteria 
for lunch, she look him by his 
arm lo lead him to the 
principal. The boy socked her 
in the stomach, officials said. 
Sallcy charged the boy with 
assaulting a police officer, 
although she was unhurt. The 
boy was released pending an 
administrative hearing, said 
Sam Ringgold, police 
spokesman. 
—L.A. Times/Washington 
Post news service 
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NOVEMBER: 
•LIKE WATER FOR CHOCOLATE 
•RISING SUN 
•IN THE LINE OF FIRE 
•THE NIGHT OF THE HUNT 
•ROMPER STOMPER 
•HEARTS AND SOU 
•SNOW WHITE 
•THE SEVEN YEAR 
•JIT 
DECE 




•ROMANCING THE STONE 
•A CHRISTMAS STORY 
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ATTENTION 
Student Organizations 
The time to schedule meeting rooms, vane, buses, 
sales space, classrooms and much more ror 
SPRING SEMESTER 1994 
is here! 
Wed., Nov. 10 Call X3343 at 8:30AM 
to sign up ror a time to 
schedule beginning Nov. 15 
Thurs., Nov. 11 Appointment time will 
be posted outside the 
Event Planing Office 
(Warren Hall 303). 
Mori., Nov. 15 SCHEDULING BEGINS! 
(Come by the Event Planning 
Orhce at the appointed time 
to make reservations). 
Look for more info and details in your olut boxes. Questions? Call the Event 
Planning Office at X6330 (Warren Hall, Room 303). 
m 
. ,.       i«i*i 
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Campus News 
Center for Service-Learning needs students 
to volunteer to be tutors in Harrisonburg 
The Center for Service-Learning is in need of JMU 
students to volunteer their lime as tutors, especially in 
Algebra, as part of the Harrisonburg City Schools Drop- 
Out Prevention Program. The Art in the Schools program 
for elementary schools in the area is also in need of 
volunteers to coordinate art experiences. All interested 
students must fill out an application at the Center for 
Service-Learning office in Taylor Hall, rm. 205, or 
contact Katie Whiiaker at x6366. 
Hey UI features registration, bus drivers 
This week Hey U! will feature stories on spring 
registration, Harrisonburg bus drivers and the Woodwind 
Quintet will perform. Hey U! is aired live on Wednesdays 
at 3 p.m. and rebroadcast at 5, 7, 9 and 11 p.m. daily for 
the next week on campus cable 43. It will air off campus 
Wednesday at 9:30 p.m. on Warner Cable channel 14. 
fgjgjjygl 
NEWSFILE 
Kappa Alpha Psi to sponsor bone marrow 
donor registration to aid African-Americans 
On Tuesday, Kappa Alpha Psi, a historically black 
service fraternity, will sponsor a bone marrow donor 
registration program from 10 a.m. - 4 p.m. in the Phillips 
Hall Ballroom. They ask that all African-Americans come 
register as donors and learn how they can help save lives. 
According to the fraternity, thousands of African- 
Americans die each year of leukemia, anemia and other 
debilitating, blood-related diseases. The only known cure 
for these patients is a bone marrow transplant 
The objectives are to create awareness about the health 
problems and increase the number of registered potential 
donors. For details, call Stewart Conady at 432-9715. 
Citizens for Downtown to co-sponsor 
Harrisonburg revitalization workshop 
Downtown 2000, a Harrisonburg revitalization 
workshop, will be held Tuesday from 8:30 a.m. - 12:30 
p.m. at die First Presbyterian Church on Court Square. 
Citizens for Downtown, the Downtown Retail Merchant* 
and the Harrisonburg-Rockingham Chamber of 
Commerce are co-sponsors. The workshop is open to the 
public. For more information, call 433-8501. 
Hate communication focus of Madison 
Scholar Lecture by JMU professor 
On Tuesday, Dr. Roger Socnkscn, professor of human 
communication at JMU, will present "Political 
Correctness: An Examination of Hate Communication 
from Cantwcll v. Connecticut (1940) to RAV v. St. Paul 
(1992)," at 7:30 p.m. in the Anlhony-Sccgcr Auditorium. 
Socnkscn will emphasize the difficulty of balancing the 
First Amendment right of freedom of speech and the 
control of the content of communication. He will discuss 
alternatives to college speech codes to help colleges deal 
with the growing problem of hate communication. 
Admission is free. 
CISAT seminar to focus on newest trends 
in expert systems in organizations 
On Thursday in Zane Showker Hall, rm. 105 from 7 - 
8:30 p.m., visiting professors Jay Liebowitz and Ed 
Mahler with CISAT Provost Lyle Wilcox will discuss 
international trends in expert systems development and 
usage, with case studies from Purolator and DuPont. 
Another point of the seminar is to increase awareness of 
these programs in organizations. 
I^jjjj..; 
POLICE     LOG 
by Jonathan Rhudy 
police reporter 
Campus police report the blowing: 
Hit and Run Accident 
• An individual on a bicycle reported being struck by a 
Harrisonburg city transit bus at the intersection ol Port Republic 
Road and Bluestone Drive between 8:30 a.m. and 8:36 am. Nov. 
2. 
The bus reportedly was attempting to turn onto Bluestone Drive 
The cyclist reportedly sustained minor injuries in the accident. 
The bus operator reportedly was unaware that the cyclist was 
struck. 
The police report did not indicate il any charges had been filed 
Suspicious Persons 
• Two non-students were warned by police not to return to 
campus after they reportedly were lound acting suspiciously inside 
the gate ol Z lot at 9:21 p.m. Nov. 3. 
Upon a background check, police determined that one of the 
individuals has a criminal history of assault and destruction ol 
public property charges. 
Suspected Burglary 
• A textbook titled These Who Can Teach was reported stolen 
from an office in the Education Building between 5 p.m. Oct. 27 and 
10:10 a.m. Nov. 3. 
Police reportedly discovered that marks on the door knob of the 
office were very similar to marks on the door knobs of 10 offices in 
Burruss Hall, where 10 textbooks were reported stolen between 
Oct. 27 and Oct. 28. 
A lock malfunction on a door in the Education Building led to the 
discovery ol these marks. No other items were reported missing 
and no other offices showed signs of tampering. 
Destruction of Personal Property 
• A window was reported broken and the soft top ol a sport/utility 
vehicle was reported punctured on Village Lane between 11 30 
p.m. Oct. 30 and 2:31 p.m. Nov. 3. 
Petty Larceny 
• Two shirts were reported stolen from a resident in Chandler Hall 
between8am. Oct. 23and 11 p.m.Oct. 26 
The shirts are valued at $20 each. 
• A Murray Mountain Shadow bike was reported stolen from the 
interior bike rack in the basement of Gilford Hall between 8:30 p.m 
Nov. 2 and 8:30 a.m. Nov. 4. 
The black bike, with serial number 3-994-861983, reportedly 
was secured by a "U" lock to the rack. 
The theft and serial number were entered into the National 
Crime Information Center. 
Number of drunk in public charges since Aug. 31:50 
CAMPUS EVENTS 
Monday Tuesday 
• Weekly discussion group, "User's Guide to the 
Bible," Chandler Hall, lounge, 4:30 pjn. All are 
welcome. 
• Anorexia Ncrvosa and Associated Disorders support 
group meeting, Emmanuel Episcopal Church, 7 p.m. 
Friends and family welcome. 
• Sociology Club meeting, Jackson Hall, rm. 2, 
7:30 p.m. 
Wednesday 
• Brown Bag lecture series, "Problems with the North 
American Trade Agreement," Hillcrcst House, noon. 
Presented by Joan Mangum, retired teacher and 
political activist Admission is free. 
• Cave Club meeting, Jackson Hall, rm. 2,6 p.m. 
• Madison Outing Club meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 304, 
6:30 p.m. 
• Women of Color meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 300, 
7 p.m. 
• Harmony meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 400,7 - 9 p.m. 
• Equal meeting. Warren Hall, Piedmont Room, 
4:30 p.m. 
• SGA Senate meeting, Warren Hall, Highlands 
Room, 5 p.m. 
• Circlc-K meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 404,6 - 7 p.m. 
• Pre-law Society meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 4(X), 
6 p.m. 
• Alpha Epsilon Delta meeting, Burruss Hall, rm. 44, 
7 p.m. 
• Psych Club meeting, Maury Hall, rm. 101, 7 p.m. 
• "Healthy Holiday Food Choices," RMH Outpatient 
Center, Conference Room G-l, 7 - 8:30 p.m. 
Presented by Janice Callcndcr, clinical dietician. 
• First Right meeting, Taylor Hall, Tidewater Room, 
8 p.m. 
Thitrsda 
• EARTH meeting, Harrison Hall Annex, rm. B-3, 
5 - 6:30 p.m. 
• Triathlon Club meeting, Godwin Hall, Purple and 
Gold Room, 6 p.m. 
• University Graphics meeting, Duke Hall, rm. 
M-108, 7 p.m. Open to all majors. 
• Planetarium program, Miller Hall, John C. Wells 
Planetarium, 7 and 8 p.m. Focus on seasonal night 
sky. Admission is free. 











4 MB RAM • 170 MB hard 
drive • &486SLC/33 
processor • 3Vj" floppy 
drive • mouse • Super 
VGA video card 
• Software, including 
Windows 3 1 and Works 
for Windows included. 
Monitor not included 
Prices start at J249". 
PIONEER 6-Disc 
CD Changer 
with remote control 
Enjoy hours of continuous musk • Load up to 6 CDs and play them 
back in any order you like or use Random Play to let the machine 
surprise you with its own choice of song and disc selection 
• Headphone output with volume control • Full function remote 
control included  Model PD-M601  Regularly: S229.95 
SANYO In dash 
Receiver 
More for your money. Quartz synthesis AM/FM tuner with 18 
presets and Preset Scan • Auto reverse tape section • Separate bass 
and treble controls • Clock • 4 speaker outputs • RCA preamp 
outputs. Model MAR 2000 Regularly: 1129.95 
KENWOOD Receiver 
Quality design Easy to use, with plenty of 
clean power for all but the largest speakers Connections for 2 pairs of 
speakers • AM/PM tuner with 30 presets and Preset Scan • Loudrwss 
button • Four audio inputs. Model KR-A4040 Regularly: SI59.95 
FREE car stereo 
Dual cassette deck with dubbing and Relay Play • AM/PM tuner 
with preset buttons • 3-band equalizer • Dual-vented Super Bass 
speaker for deeper bass • Headphone output • AC power adapter 
included. Model PC VV333 Regularly: $129.95 
torn installation kit designed sp 
vehicle. You'll get everything >■. i professional- 
looking installation and save as much as S 
JVC Portable 
CD Player 
Home CD sound in a 
portable player   .an..' le Hyper-Bass 
Boosl • U-tfack programming 
• Random Play • Intro Scan 
• Dual D/A converters • Head- 
phones, AC power adapter and 
rechargeable batteries included 
Model XL-PSO  Reg: S 149.95 
SALE 
s2 Off All Regular 
s13' and 14   CDs 
Music specials 
good through 11/24 
JVC 
with VCR Plus + 
Music videos, movie soundtracks, even Ihe bone-jarring crunches of 
football games Hear them all in true, full-power stereo with this 4- 
head HiFi VCR We'll show you how easy it is. Includes VCR Plus* 
one-step programming—the fastest easiest way to record shows while 
you're out. Model HR VP66U  Regularly: 1449.95 
SONY Shelf System 
with 5-disc Changer 
A total entertainment system that s sized right for apartments. 
Includes a full featured 5 disc CD changer • Dual cassette deck with 
Dolby B, high-speed dubbing and Relay Play • AM/FM electronic 
tuner wih 30 presets * Remote control * Headphone output. 








I! I Michael W. Smith 
II The First Decade 
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7\ Luciano Pavarotti 
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r-1 Common Threads 
Songs of the Eagles 
CASSETTES fl»   »'  and   9   Cassettes On Sale   LASERDISCS "2 OH All   LaserDisc Titles 
SONY • JVC • AOCOM • MITSUBISHI • BLAUPUNKT • PANASONIC • CLARION • JENSEN • SHERWOOD • ADVENT • PRESTIGE • JBL • BOSE 
^=0PIU.N,HT.L^e?£!i^ * ALPH*SONIK • PYLE • CERVVIN-VEGA • KICKER • MONSTER CABLE • DICON • INFINITY 
PIONEER • POLK • CR1MESTOPPER • LEADING EDGE • CANON • ACER • CRUTCHRELD COMPUTERS • PAN AM AX • X-10 • STREETWIRES 
Monday-Saturday 9 to 7 • (703) 434-1000 
Market Square East Shopping Center 
(Rt. 33, 1 block east of 1-81) CRUTCHFIELD 
More than a superstore. 
f 
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Students explore science, sights in London 
by Karen McLaughlin 
 staffwriter  
For the second year, science 
majors and students interested in 
the history of modern science 
will have the opportunity to study 
abroad in London during May 
session. 
Participants will study "The 
British Foundations of Modern 
Science" in a three-credit liberal 
studies course, LS 310, focuses 
on British scientists and their 
contributions to science. 
The program, offered through 
the office of continuing 
education, also includes visits to 
historical sites and museums 
associated with these scientists in 
London and Sheffield and day 
trips to Cambridge, York and 
other English villages from May 
9-28. 
Dr. William Voige, professor 
of chemistry, said the program 
gives students the opportunity to 
study in England, where a 
significant amount of science 
originated. 
Last May, Voige and four 
science students from JMU 
participated in the program. 
Voige said, "London truly is a 
unique city" since it is the capital 
of England, a transportation hub 
and the economic and cultural 
center of the country. 
"London also was and is a 
scientific center," he said. For 
centuries, it has been the home of 
great universities and learned 
societies. 
He said he believes that in this 
program, "science majors could 
benefit from the abroad 
experience" since traditionally 
they have not been able to take 
advantage of the semester study 
abroad program. 
Tabitha Green, a biology 
major who participated in the 
program last May, said it "was 
PHOIOS COURTESY OF DR  WILLIAM VOIGE 
Studies in London during May Session combined scientific exploration (above) and sightseeing. 
designed for science majors, but I 
would recommend it to anyone 
who could go." 
In addition to class work, the 
group studied the history of 
science in England while louring 
the country. 
The group agreed that one 
advantage of traveling together 
was that they were able to see 
more than normal tourists and 
received more attention at sites 
that they visited. 
Green said, "We had a great 
lime. It was great to be with a 
close-knit group. . . . We were 
treated differently because we 
were scientists." 
Senior Tamara Shokcs, who 
also went last May, said that 
while traveling in a group, "you 
have the opportunity to do things 
by yourself, but at the same lime, 
you're not on your own." 
Voige said, "We gave some 
things tourists do a more 
scientific slant" 
A guest speaker from Sheffield 
University lectured to the group 
on the subject of disease control, 
a main focus of the trip. They 
also learned about the history of 
antibiotics on their trip to Eyain, 
a village that avoided the plague 
in London in 1666. 
Just as they did last year, 
British faculty members from ihc 
JMU semester in London 
program will join the group and 
lead them on trips lo popular 
tourist sights. 
Applications for the trip for this 
May can be obtained from Dr. 
Voige in Miller 205. The deadline 
for applications is Jan. 15. An 
informational meeting will be 
held Thursday at 7 p.m. in Miller 
Hall, rm. 224. 
3bKc£s 
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tyWhere music lives 
171 N. Main St. Harrisonburg. VA 22801 
Monday Madness - Don, Su,iui & All-w "HARMON'H \" 
H()l MIS (9 p.M.) 
Tuesday     »iiliillkS ilsiil (l'ri»siwssi\<*    I <MI t'owr) 
Wednesday    BLUES EXPLOSION 
(HOT NEW BLUES FROM C-VILLE) 
Thursday Headstone Circus 
fGroovin' Fusion Hippie Dance Thing.) 
Friday    TOM ROBERTS BAND 
(FUN MUSIC FOR FUN PEOPLE) 
Saturday - DarkchUd (Hard Rock) 
Joker's Special Showing... 
Mert 2auriders And The Rain Porefit Band 
Mon. Mov. 15 at 9 p.m. 
Tickets Available at Joker's and Town and Campus Records 
Help Wanted 
The Breeze is now accepting 
applications for the positions of Focus 
Assistant Editor and 
Style Assistant Editor. 
A cover letter, resume and clips are due 
by 5 p.m., Nov. 12, to Heather O'Neil, 
editor. 
Look for special events at Joker's on WBOP-TV Channel 19. 
Call 433-TUNE for concert information 24 hours a day. 
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C MHO'S 
New York Style Pizza, Subs and More! 
Not just pizza ■ we also have pasta, 
calzones, stromboli and subs. 
* . 
'Large Cheese Pizza $5.99, 
First Topping $1.25 
Additional Toppings $1.00' 
Dine In or Carry Out 
No Coupon Necessary 
«pjr«nmn _ . .opEN 6 DAYS A WEEK 
Don't forget our lunch specials!        Sun. to Thur. - 11 am-11 pm 
Mon. - Fri. 11-2 pm Fri. and Sat. -11 am-Midnight 
778 E. Market St. Harrisonburg, VA   434-5375 Closed on Tues. 
♦< 'tyTTTfyTTfTyyyfr?? ♦< 
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Office of Career Services 




This workshop focuses 
on how our values affect 
our lives. The ways we 
interact with others, our 
perceptions and aware- 
ness are influenced by 
our values. 
Understanding values is 
an important part of goal 
setting, decision making 
and leadership. Join us 






Office of Student Activities 




Are you a new officer in your club 
or organization? Thinking about 
becoming an officer? This 
workshop will provide you with the 
leadership basics, as well as 
some great ideas for new officers 
and others in leadership roles. 
One Person's 
Service 
Abroad: A World 
of Difference 
Richard Poole 




Mr. Poole will be dis- 
cussing his 25 years of 
international service in 
Ecuador. The talk will be 
focused on his book 
The Inca Smiled, which is 
about his experiences 
with the community. 










11/17 7-9 p.m. 
Piedmont Room. 
Warren Hall 
Join staff members of 
the Leadership 
Education and 
Development Center for 
a challenging simulation 
of cultural difference. 
Bafa Bafa provides par- 
ticipants the chance to 
observe and interact 
with a diffferent culture 
and examine the 
assumptions and stereo- 
types that arise. 
JVorkshop 
Series 
The Use and 








Using a simulation 
game, we will explore 
the legitimate and ille- 
gitimate use of power 
in positions of leader- 
ship.  Power can be 
achieved through a 
variety of means.  We 
will experience how 
power works and 
which means are most 
effective in helping a 
group. 
THE LEADERSHIP SERIES IS OPEN TO ALL JMU STUDENTS. YOU MAY ATTEND AS MANY 
^  WORKSHOPS AS YOU LIKE. PLEASE INDICATE BELOW WHICH WORKSHOPS YOU PLAN TO 








□ VALUES CLARIFICATION 
□ ONE  PERSON'S  SERVICE ABROAD 
□ BAFA  BAFA 
□ THE USE AND ABUSE OF POWER 




continued from page 3 
disadvantage. Each participant receives an 
instructional packet which tells what 
stocks are, how the market operates, 
trading terminology and some investment 
strategies. 
"It discusses a lot of terminology — 
terminology I haven't heard of, and I'm a 
finance major," Sturr said. 
Parkman said the investment challenge 
is designed for people who know nothing 
about stocks. The packet has all the 
information a player needs to know. 
Economics major Christopher Benner 
said, "I'm doing it more for the experience 
[rather than] to win it. Maybe next year 
I'll do it more seriously." 
Students considering careers in the 
stock market get to use essential skills 
through the investment challenge. Those 
who place high in the event have 
something extra to add to their resumes. 
Junior Kevin Jones said he plans to use 
his stock market savvy after graduation. 
"I'll probably get into investment 
banking," Jones said. He has made 
approximately $24,000 so far in the 
competition. 
Parkman said colleges that perform 
well in the competition may attract 
businesses interested in supporting school 
programs. It may also draw more 
donations from alumni and more incoming 
freshmen looking for a strong business 
school, he said. 
The winner of the competition receives 
a 1994 Pontiac Firebird Formula, $5,000 
cash and 51,200 in AT&T long distance 
calls. Texas Instruments will give business 
calculators to the top 500 accounts. 
THERE'S MORI 




Take a break and enjoy the 
Perfect Pizza at the Perfect Price, 
fresh and steaming hot. We'll 
even include our special garlic 
sauce and pepperoncinis - all 
M*~*v'*P*#*^"' Everyday. 
at no extra cost! So, if you get the 
hungries for great-tasting pizza, 
CALL YOUR PAPA! It's that 
easy     433.PAPA 
(433-7272) 
702 E. Market St. 








I,  11AM to 3PM ONLY 
Large 
One Item 




'   Additional toppings only 93* 
I ExrJiresJn_30_DaYS . 
Women  
continued from page 3 
the programs." 
Allain, who also chaired the conference 
planning committee, said the conference 
showcased JMU's program. 
The conference also highlighted and 
encouraged the diversity of the 
interdisciplinary aspects of women's 
studies. 
"A lot of times, the women's studies 
programs congregate in the social 
sciences," Allain said. "We really need to 
bring in the natural sciences, 
communication, the arts [and] the math 
arena." 
Reaction to the conference was 
positive. Professor Elizabeth Ihle, of 
JMU's delegation, said, "I can't over- 
emphasize how well-planned the 
conference was." 
Dr. Anne Gabbard-Alley, professor of 
human communication, said she agreed 
that the organizers did well. "It was very 
successful. It went very well," she said. 
Senior Star Wilbraham, who is 
affiliated with the Women's Resource 
Center, was the moderator of Friday's 
student panel that discussed interest in 
women's studies. 
"I was very impressed with the 
panelists. They had a lot of personality," 
Wilbraham said. 'They had truly thought 
about their involvement in the program." 
In only its second year, women's 
studies is in the early stages as a minor at 
JMU. The offices of student affairs and 
academic affairs have been working 
together since the program's inception, 
and the partnership has proved successful 
according to Allain. 
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Allain said, "We've only just begun 
this, and I think it has a lot of potential." 
Women's studies courses must be 
proposed by the professor to the Women's 
Studies Advisory Committee for approval 
into the program. The courses can come 
from within any department within the 
university. 
The 18-hour program presently has 
approximately six students, and Click will 
be the program's first graduate in 
December. 
Allain is confident the numbers will 
increase, and she said she would like to 
see more minorities and males get 
involved. 
Click is double majoring in marketing 
and fashion merchandising. She said that 
at the beginning of last year, she felt 
something was missing in her experience 
at JMU, so she looked to the women's 
studies minor. 
Click said, "Coming from a business 
program that does not make any 
allowances for being non-white or non- 
male, it is necessary to study women's 
studies for understanding the past and 
therefore the future." 
Allain said, "Women's studies can offer 
a lot to a number of different groups." 
Click added, "Women's studies is not a 
women's program. It is a humans' 
program." 
The College of Letters and Sciences, 
the Women's Resource Center and 
members of Equal helped organize the 
conference. In addition to the meetings, 
the lobby of Carrier Library housed an 
exhibit of paintings depicting female 








Also: Phil Collins, Tribe 
Called Quest, and MORE! 
CAMPUS 
Extended Hours: 20 W. Water St. 
Open «:SO pm-lam        Harrisonburg, VA 
433-5550 
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Opinion 
Changing the way we do business 
It is almost dead. After being thrown from committee 
to commission for the past year, the Freshman 
Seminar has been mortally wounded by the 
Commision on Undergraduate Studies. Only one 
more rubber stamp to go and what was once called the 
cornerstone of our liberal arts education will be buried 
under a pile of reports, considerations and votes that 
prove one thing: the university is changing its ways. 
For more than a year, opponents of the Seminar blamed 
its failings on everything from money to staffing to course 
curriculum. Revision proposals were made, submitted, 
revised and re-submitted with every understanding that 
they would be carefully considered. But when the 
commission voted 11-6 with one abstention to completely 
dissolve the program and reallocate its funds, those who 
had worked so hard to revise it, to save it in some way, 
were stunned. 
The original agenda for last week's meeting was to 
consider the First-Year Seminar Revision Proposal that 
had been forwarded to the commission by the Liberal 
Studies Committee. Students, faculty, and administrators 
had worked to develop the proposal for the commission's 
consideration. Instead of reviewing the proposal, 
however, a substitute motion was made to entirely 
eliminate the seminar. Without any regard for the revision 
proposal or its team of writers, the commission decided 
the program was unrepairable. Just like that 
Six of the seven students on the commission voted 
against discarding the seminar. Six students were opposed 
to eliminating a program they had all experienced. Six 
students wanted to at least consider the proposal. 
But apparently, the voice of students is irrelevant these 
days. Bickering over an alleged "lack of resources" and 
over "proportionate staffing" took precedence over 
revising an idea that students supported. The death of that 
idea now has students organizing, speaking out and caring 
about what happens to this university. 
But can they make a difference? 
Blaming a "lack of resources" for the seminar's 
failings is simply a cop-out Money is not the issue here. 
If the administration, namely President Carrier, wanted to 
save Freshman Seminar, he would because he could. But 
the simple fact is that the administration these days is not 
into the "broad-based liberal arts" idea. They're into 
"high-tech, high-touch" for everyone. The university has 
successfully allocated millions of dollars in "resources" 
for "innovative" concepts like CISAT and its peripheral 
programs. But, for some reason, there is no money to save 
a program that helps freshman learn how to read, write 
and think in college? 
The idea of a "capstone" course has been discussed. 
This would somehow wrap-up the college experience and 
prepare students for the world beyond. It may be a good 
complement to the seminar, but it certainly is no 
replacement Isn't your senior year a little too late for 
learning critical thinking? 
For a time, it was possible to save Freshman Seminar. 
There was hope that the university was not on its way to 
changing its fundamental goals, one of which is to 
provide "a broad, liberal arts program for all students," 
according the mission statement in the course catalog. 
Certainly, it would be insular to base the university's 
survival on the existence of one first-year program. One 
program does not a university make. But the eager and 
prompt elimination of this program is only a symptom. 
Whether they call it restructuring, reorganizing or just 
plain overhauling the university's current system, these 
changes will redefine James Madison University. 
By doing things like reducing graduation requirements 
to a bare 120 credit hours, allowing CISAT free reign 
over its initial curricula, or renaming colleges to fit the 
new Doublespeak Dictionary of JMU, the university is 
shifting its focus in a way that will change not only its 
image but its very foundation. 
The house editorial is written by a member of the editorial 
board and does not necessarily reflect the opinion of the 
individual staff members. 
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Dart... 
A thoughtless dart to the people who stole money 
from the cash register at the Carrier Library 
circulation desk. Due to your actions, students who 
need change for the their VERSA cards now have to 
find it elsewhere. 
Sent in by a student who has a lot of money but no 
copies. 
Pat.,. 
To all of the people who made HIV/AIDS 
Awareness Week possible. Please remember that the 
condoms are a preventive measure if you decide to 
be sexually active. The only 100 percent-effective 
method is abstinence. For a free, anonymous HIV 
test, call the Harrisonburg Testing Site at 432-6404. 
Sent in by Alpha Phi Omega. 
Dart., 
A direct mail dart to Commonwealth One for 
mailing Visa applications to all the student members 
but forgetting to include the requirement that 
students need a co-signer. For the students who go to 
the trouble of getting a co-signer, check with us to 
see how we'll make it up to you. 
Sent in by Commonwealth One. 
Pat... 
To all the honest people on campus like the guy 
who went out of his way to return a lost notebook to 
me! 
Sent in by a girl who wishes she had gotten his 
name and phone number. 
Say Where!?! 
Along with your help, the "Say What' 
section will return next Monday. 
Please send your best (or worst) pick- 
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
Student commission members' votes 
not representative of student opinion 
To the editor: 
The issue of Freshman Seminar is one that obviously 
fosters differing opinions among faculty and students alike. 
However, we as students have found that the opinions put 
forth by most of the student members on the Commission for 
Undergraduate Studies are not representative of the student 
population at JMU. The assertion that Freshman Seminar is 
"the cornerstone" of the JMU education is inaccurate and 
unfounded. In so many instances, students have stated that 
their Freshman Seminar class was not worth the time and 
effort required. Very few have claimed that it was the 
greatest class they ever took at JMU. The ideas that are 
periodically presented in Freshman Seminar classes 
concerning critical thinking and cognitive abilities arc more 
specifically addressed in other classes across the colleges of 
the university. To assume that these skills are solely provided 
in one semester-long course is an insult to the rest of what 
JMU, as an institute of higher education, has to offer. 
It is also apparent that faculy have the same opinion of 
Freshman Seminar as students. The problem of undcrstaffing 
the class is indicative of a lack of interest and support for the 
program in its present state. There is value in the reparation 
aims, but a program that perpetually allocates resources to 
anything that does not provide an equal or greater 
compensatory return is debilitative no matter how positive 
the goals may be. This situation is far from being in the best 
interests of any tuition paying student or concerned faculty 
member. In agreement with Dr. Robert Jerome, losses need 
to be cut immediately before further damages accrue. 
We feel that the dissolution of Freshman Seminar will set 
a positive stage for greater educational opportunities such as 
a capstone course or more upper division course sections. 
We take comfort in the voting of all non-student members 
and one student member on the commission and hope that in 
the future all student representatives will consider their 







College liberal studies requirements 
would provide problems for students 
To the editor: 
Having individual colleges determine some or all of a 
student's liberal studies requirements is a very bad idea that 
will make it more difficult for students to graduate in four 
years, and it will make it more difficult for students to really 
get a liberal education. 
Having taught for 12 years at an institution in which 
there were college liberal studies requirements, I have seen 
firsthand the problems involved. For me, one of the real 
attractions of JMU was the absence of college liberal studies 
requirements. 
First, college liberal studies requirements make it very 
difficult for students to change their major if their new major 
is in a different college. Not only do these students have to 
fulfill all new requirements for their major, they must also 
fulfill all the unique liberal studies requirements of the new 
college. How many students switch from music to 
management, from accounting to psychology, from history to 
art? With college liberal studies requirements, all students 
who change their major to a department in a different college 
will end up taking far more than the 120 or 128 credits 
required for graduation. 
Second, double-majoring across colleges becomes much 
more difficult with college liberal studies requirements. 
Among my advisees in recent years have been double majors 
with psychology and French, English, biology and 
management, to name a few. Would this be possible with 
college liberal studies requirements? Yes, but it would mean 
the student would have to fulfill the liberal studies 
requirements of both majors. This might well mean an extra 
semester's work. 
Thus, the total impact of college liberal studies 
requirements would be that fewer students will change 
majors when their interests change, fewer students will 
double major, and those students who do change majors or 
double major will take much more than the required number 
of courses. Is this what we really want? 
Arnold Kahn 
professor of psychology 
'Human kind is the be all and end all;' 
just look what we've done in one hour 
To the editor: 
I am writing in regard to a Oct. 28 Breeze column written 
by Katherine Dimitriou. 
Dimitriou said we've only been here one hour, one hour. 
Wow, how useless we are. Human kind has done nothing — 
at least nothing compared to the dinosaurs. I am sorry to say 
that, well I believe, Dimitriou, that human kind is the be all 
and end all. We have the ability to rip a great portion of the 
life off the face of this planet, and I don't remember "Dino" 
being quite that viscous. We have the power to save life, to 
end life, and we have the ability to decide what to do with 
this power. 
Do some of these things make us important? Yes, 
extremely important. Other than the possibility of a supreme 
being or a more advanced alien race, wc arc the most 
complicated race there really is proof of. Wc decide what 
happens on this planet, save natural disasters, and yes, I am 
sure Earth will be here when there is no life on it, but by the 
time that will have happened, we being upwardly mobile 
human beings, will have moved off the planet. Sec, we have 
something that the dinosaurs did not have: a thinking, 
reasonable mind. We can figure out better ways to survive 
with our "fragile" little bodies. Wc do not have to adapt. Our 
minds let us adapt to virtually any kir.d of situation it faces, 
and honestly, wc have done pretty damn skippy so far. 
One other thing, Dimitriou. The human brain is an 
extremely powerful force. It thinks, reasons, docs a lot of 
things that we have not even tapped into. We only use a very 
small portion of our brain; the things that could be 
accomplished if we used all of it are mind-boggling. This is 
why we are so important. We are the smartest and the 
strongest, and there is no way you can say that human kind is 
insignificant in the past of mother Earth, and maybe in your 
movie we only lasted an hour, but look what we have done in 
that hour. 




A surrealistic trip back to the Emperor's Dark Castle 
''A machine, your immensity?' I blurted. 'Education isn't a product like Cheese Whiz.'' 
After the Emperor forced me to consume the fetid 
waters of Newman Lake, and after I spent several 
hours in severe gastronomic distress, I was again 
brought back to the imperial chambers at the top of 
Wilson Hall. 
Things were different when I came in. The Emperor 
was seated on a stool that faced an easel. His crown 
was sitting on the floor, and in its place was a beret 
worn at a rakish angle. Somehow, he had grown a 
waxed mustache. A palette rested in his left hand, and 
his right hand was moving quickly over the canvas. 
Members of hisoourt watched intently. 
"Your highness, the wretched one is back," a guard 
announced. I looked around and realized he was 
talking about me. 
"Ah, yes," the emperor said. "You had a refreshing 
drink, I trust?" He started to laugh. The guards looked 
at him warily. I started to sweat. 
"Do you enjoy surrealist art?" he continued. 
"Some of it, yes." 
"Then come see our vision for the Madisonian 
Empire." I didn't know what he meant by "our," since 
all power in the realm belongs to the Emperor, but then 
I remembered that the Emperor speaks in conjunction 
with God. 
The guards shoved me in front of the Emperor's 
painting. It was of a bunch of nondescript brick 
buildings with trees scattered around, the objects 
arranged in no particular order. A large engine 
billowed smoke at the center of the image. Over 
everything hung a large sunset. "Someday, all of the 
buildings will be just as beautiful as Anthony-Seeger 
and D-hall! See that motor in the center? I want to turn 
this empire into the greatest learning machine in the 
Heresies 
— Eric M. Johnson 
world!" 
"A machine, your immensity?" I blurted. "Education 
isn't a product like Cheese Whiz. Are students robots? 
Are we to be processed on an assembly line as if we're 
automobiles?" 
"Careful, worm!" the Emperor bellowed. "Newman 
Lake isn't the worst of my tortures. I could make you 
listen to one of my speeches!" 
I shut up quickly. 
"The best way to achieve this goal is to eliminate those 
pesky frontiers between the academic provinces. The 
History province will merge with the Business province, 
they will merge with Anthropology, and so on until this 
empire is a seamless garment. Salvador Dali, eat your 
heart out!" The imperial arms gestured wildly while they 
sketched out the plan in midair. 
I threw myself prostrate at the Emperor's feet. "But 
your powerfulness, font of all wisdom, guardian of all that 
is right and good, won't that be a little confusing for your 
subjects?" 
A smile widened across the Emperor's face. "At last 
you address me in the proper manner. Confusion in the 
realm? Never. Clarity will be the result of my changes. 
Watch this," he said, and he clapped his hands. "Fetch me 
a lackey!" 
One man stepped forward from the back of the 
chamber to await a command. "Show this infidel a 
product of the seamless academic empire. Combine 
elements of physics and literature, and see what you 
come up with." 
The lackey thought for a moment, then spoke. "A 
millihelen." 
"What? I don't get it." 
"A millihelen is the amount of beauty required to 
launch one ship." 
The Emperor was pleased. "Brilliant! I don't know 
what that means, but it's brilliant! How can anyone 
criticize my plans? I am the very model of a modem 
emperor-general. I've ruled for 23 years. I am 
intimately involved in commerce. I have sung opera at 
La Scala. Visitors from Planet Wambeeno visit me 
every Wednesday. I alone know what is right for the 
empire. Have I suddenly gone mad?" 
Everyone behind him nodded simultaneously. 
Trying to change the subject, I asked him why there 
was a big sunset in his painting. "You ought to have 
read my interview in The Breeze. In the language of 
Madisonia, 'sunset' means that a policy has a limited 
amount of time to work. When the time's up, I abolish 
it. Magritte put a lot of blue skies in his paintings, and 
I put sunsets on everything." 
"It's an artistic device, then?" 
"Yes! The empire is my canvas!" The Emperor 
reached over with a pen and drew a sunset on my 
forehead. I saw it later. It was a pretty nice sunset. 
A mug shot of junior Eric Johnson will soon appear in 
the campus post office. Please disregard it. 
i i 
m 
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Why fit another's shapely idea? 
With purse clutched in hand 
and the security of knowing my 
parents' American Express 
card rests in my wallet, I stroll 
through large glass doors, past 
waterfalls and trees that touch 
the ceiling. The air is pregnant 
with the smell of a million perfumes and the scents of 
Chick-Fil-A. I'm at the mall. 
The place nearest and dearest to every woman's 
heart. Or so they say. 
Lately, I've grown to hate malls. Not just because I 
worked in one for three years. No, it goes deeper than 
that. 
It's because the mall is where people shop and I 
HATE SHOPPING! 
It is — in a word — depressing. 
It's hard enough to find something I would even 
want to try on, never mind how it fits. Until this fall, I 
had never seen clothing in such a wide array of bizarre 
materials. My favorite is a stretchy material that must 
be the offspring of a slinky and a rubber band. 
If (and that's a big if) I do find something that 
appeals to me on the rack, the most crucial hurdle is 
next — what it looks like on my body. Here, any 
number of things could go wrong: it's too long, too 
short, too tight, too baggy, etc. You name the reason; 
the bottom line is it just doesn't look good. 
Why does it take a whole afternoon of this torture to 
find one outfit I can live with? My shape is not that 
weird. I'm not skinny and not way too fat. It's not just 
me, either. Many other women have the same problem. 
I've finally realized the problem isn't our bodies; 
it's the clothes. Why should we diet, exercise or do 
anything else to fit into someone else's idea of the 
correct body shape? 
Yes, I can pinch an inch — maybe four or five 
inches — but the only reason I'll eat Special K is 
Guest Columnist 
— Nicki Campbell 
because I like it, by 
darn. I'm a liberated 
woman now. Hence 
forth, I'll wear only 
sweat clothes. 
They're easy to care 
for, relatively 
inexpensive, and, best of all, comfortable. 
I have a dream that women all over the world will 
give up the physical and mental self-torture of trying to 
make their bodies something they're not. I have a 
dream that one day, women around the globe will 
slough off their obsession with appearance and pull on 
sweat clothes. I have a dream that we'll then all join 
hands and sing in the words of a great revolutionary 
before me, "Free at last, free at last. Thank God 
Almighty, we're free at last!" 
Today I went grocery shopping. Determined to test 
my new resolution, 1 went straight to the ice cream 
freezer. My gaze floated over ice milk, frozen yogurt, 
and low-fat ice cream. My eyes landed on Snicker's 
ice cream bars, chock full of nuts and gooey caramel, 
so fattening they don't even put nutritional information 
on the package. Yum. I stood there for a moment just 
reveling in the sin. 
Women, we fought for the right to vote; we fought 
for higher education. We've earned the right to eat 
Snicker's ice cream bars without guilt. And this is one 
right I find too yummy not to exercise. 
Once home, snuggled under the electric blanket, 
with sweat clothes on and Chopin's "The Awakening" 
on my lap, I carefully peeled the wrapper off my ice 
cream. 
Isn't it amazing, I thought, what a little self- 
indulgence can do? 
Junior Nicki Campbell is a mass communication 
major. ' 
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
Petition urges efficient use of paper 
to save money and the environment 
To the editor: 
All of us must be aware of energy use and misuse so mat 
we can each do our share to help stop rising education costs 
and slow the pace of environmental deterioration. One way is 
to efficiently use paper. Some simple methods of 
economization are making double-sided copies and 
condensing short handouts to half sheets. 
We the undersigned encourage the faculty and 
administration to implement these methods of waste 
reduction. Not only will this process aid in the preservation 
of the environment, but it will also save our money. We all 
need to do our part to save our resources — for the sake of 
our university, our environment and ourselves. Please help. 
Meghan McCracken 246 other signatures 
vice president of EARTH 
Don't blame Beavis and Butt-head; 
parents should supervise their kids 
To the editor: 
"Beavis and Butt-head are not real. They arc stupid 
cartoon people," according to the show's disclaimer. What 
else needs to be said? They are idiots, and the only reason we 
watch diem is because "the little wiencrheads make us 
laugh," as the preprogram message goes on to say. Love 
'em or hate 'em, I don't care. Just don't blame 'em. 
Recently, a 5-year-old child set fire to his own home with 
a cigarette lighter and a can of hair spray. The child's parents 
placed blame on the influence of "Beavis and Butt-head," 
forcing the show to no longer air at 7 p.m. 
It's bad enough that these parents would let a 5-year-old 
watch TV unsupervised, what I want to know is, how does a 
five-year-old get his hands on a can of hair spray and a 
cigarette lighter? Come on, give me a break! 
Maybe the show should be on at a later time, but we 
can't blame TV for everything. Television can be influential 




Everything you need 
to close down a crackhouse. 
You aren't helpless when crime 
invades your neighborhood. You're 
fully capable of helping police and 
they're ready to show you how 
The Case of The St ant on Park 
Stand-off. 
When crack moved into a row 
house on a quiet block of Stanton 
Park in Washington, D.C., folks 
decided to serve an eviction 
notice. 
They met with police to find 
out what they could do to 
keep drugs out of their 
neighborhood. 
The cops told them to 
keep an eye out—to let 
police know whenever 
something suspicious 
happened. They began to 
notice faces. 
They wrote 
TAKE A BITE OUT OF 
A message from the Crime Prevention Coalition, the US Department 
of Justice and the Advertising Council © 1989 National Crime 
Prevention Council 
down license numbers of strange cars. 
They noted the times of odd behavior. 
They worked with each other. They 
worked with the police. Armed with 
field glasses, note pads and telephones, 
folks kept track of the neighborhood. 
Within one month, enough 
evidence had been gathered. 
Police moved in. Crack 
moved out. 
Citizen participation beat 
crime in D.C. It can do the 
same for you. For more 
success stories, write The 
McGruff Files, 1 Preven- 
tion Way, Washington, D.C. 
20539-0001. 
Police become even more 
responsive when their 
people are their partners. 
Together we 
can help... 
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Come Experience Incredible Adventure 
• Skydiving • 
The Ultimate High! 
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Students from abroad deal with c 
by Gaby Benenson 
contributing writer 
Photos of perfectly manicured 
lawns, vague statistics and cold, 
academic data paint a different 
picture of JMU than the Student 
Ambassadors do on their campus 
tours. 
American students living abroad who 
decide to attend universities and colleges 
in the United States often have to base 
their decisions on view books and bulky 
college guides. 
Applying to college from overseas was 
no easy matter for Kelly Ozolek, a JMU 
freshman who lived in Germany and 
Belgium. 
"I never saw the campuses," Ozolek 
said. "I was totally going on the word of 
other people. I relied on the information 
that they gave me. 
"You didn't really know what you were 
getting yourself into until you actually 
committed. The pictures looked really 
nice." 
Methi Abercrombie, a freshman who 
lived in Belgium and Germany for eight 
years, said, "I went to libraries, although 
information was limited there also. My 
brother sent me a huge college book, I 
used the computer college program 
through our guidance office, and I asked a 
lot of questions of people I knew." 
Even when these students finally decide 
on which schools they would like to apply, 
they still have problems in attaining the 
actual paperwork necessary for admission. 
"The mail system was very slow," 
Ozolek said. "I always got forms a week 
before they were due. Getting stuff in on 
time was a real problem." 
Also, attending summer orientation 
presents a problem for these students. 
Abercrombie said, "Orientation being so 
long before the first day of school can be 
extremely inconvenient to those living in 
another country. 
"Rights back to the U.S. are not always 
easy to obtain and it is expensive to fly 
back and forth. I had to stay with my aunt 
for about six weeks until school started. 
Fortunately, I had her to stay with." 
Kate Sullivan, a senior Spanish major, 
agreed, "As far as orientations go, I was 
unable to attend the summer thing. It's 
unfair to have to register late." Sullivan 
has lived in Turkey, Spain and Germany. 
Most of these students who attended 
American high schools overseas and have 
chosen to attend college at JMU, have 
grown up in other parts of the world 
because their parents are in the military or 
work for the government. 
Abercrombie said "Our military 
lifestyle causes us to move a lot." 
According to Gary Beatty, director of 
international admissions and enrollment 
services, even though these American 
students have gone to schools in foreign 







shock    is 
not unusual 





of them claim 
that differing social 
customs are difficult to 
adjust to, especially those which involve 
the use of alcohol. 
Donna Lindstrom, a sophomore at JMU 
who lived in Brussels, Belgium for three 
years, said "Here, life literally revolves 
around the keg and what the contents of 
that keg does to you." 
However, exceptions and 
accommodations are only made for 
international students — students who are 
not American citizens — even though 
these American citizens may have spent 
most of their lives outside of the U.S. 
Lindstrom said, "The university needs 
to recognize the difference between us and 
other American students. They need to 
help accommodate us with switching to 
American culture." 
The transition is not easy — even for 
students who attended high schools in 
foreign countries run by the American 
government. 
Abercrombie said that American high 
schools overseas are very similar to U.S. 
high schools. "High schools in Europe are 
what are known as DoDD high schools. 
DoDD stands for Department of Defense 
Dependents' Schools. These schools are 
run by the government. 
"It is normal in the sense of classes, 
books, teachers, eating lunch with your 
friends, homework and extra-curricular 
activities, but naturally because of your 
location and lifestyle, there are some 
differences. 
"Sometimes you feel isolated, as though 
you are missing out on the latest fads, 
fashions, new music, movies. . .. Because 
you've been away so long, you are not 
sure what's in and what's not. There's an 
uncertainty about fitting in when you 
come back. 
"The friendships you make are diverse 













people in DoDD schools come from 
everywhere; mixed cultures, races, they've 
traveled all over the world." 
Sullivan said that although she did not 
have the same opportunities as students in 
U.S. high schools, she did not feel 












Choosing a college was a difficult process for freshman K< 
Germany and Belgium, picked JMU based on others' recor 
•-•• 
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cus 
culture shock in new environment 
"I didn't feel behind in any way," she 
said. "I have had different experiences that 
prepared me in different ways." 
Students who live overseas have more 
to think about than just the academic 
quality of the institution they choose to 
attend. Often, the location of the school is 
an important consideration for these 
students. 
Abercrombie said, "Deciding on a 
school location was a big factor. I chose 
JMU because it is highly likely that my 
family   will   eventually   settle   in 
Virginia." 
Unlike most of the students at 
JMU, these students can't go home to 
visit on the weekends. "It's much 
harder, missing your family when 
they're in a different country," 
Abercrombie said. "There is very little 
chance of seeing them before the winter 
break." 
As a result, Lindstrom said, "Phone 
bills jump a great deal." 
Ozolek said she got a calling card and 
has called home often. 
Abercrombie said, "Hearing my mom's 
voice over the phone means so much more 
to me, and being able to see her again will 
mean even more. It's not as if I can go 
home every weekend, or even every other 
weekend, for that matter." 
ERICA BLEEG 
in Kelly Ozolek. Ozolek, who lived in 
ecommendations. 
International and exchange students 
seek American educational experience 
by Gaby Benenson 
contributing writer 
Promoting a global community, international 
students bring the cultures of almost 60 countries 
to Harrisonburg. 
About 250 international and foreign exchange 
students left all that was familiar to receive an 
American education at JMU. 
Sara Kafadar, a freshman from Sweden 
majoring in international affairs, said, "A college 
degree from any university in the U.S. is much, 
much better." She said she wants to eventually 
work in Turkey, and she explained that a U.S. 
degree would be accepted without any problems. 
Stcphan Alb, a senior from Romania and 
president of die International Student Club, said, 
"Back home, five to 10 percent of high school 
graduates will go to college. Here it is more like 
50 percent." 
International students are degree-seeking 
students who study at JMU for the full four years, 
while exchange students often come to JMU 
through an exchange program back home to study 
abroad for a year or less. 
Most of the students who come to U.S. colleges 
or universities from another country already know 
what they want to major in. They come to the 
United States because the experience and education 
in their particular area of study is often better in the 
United States man what they would get back home. 
"In terms of business, there's no comparison," 
Alb, an economics major, explained. 
But foreign students often undergo a culture 
shock when entering the American education 
system. Universities and schools in other countries 
are much different, according to these students. 
Irina Simakova, a freshman from Moscow, 
explained that in Russia, most students go to 
universities in their home towns, and they often 
live at home. 
- Jibek Iskakova, an exchange student from 
Kyrghyzstan who is majoring in English, added, 
"Russia has a completely different system of 
education." 
The Russian university is divided into 
departments, and people apply to these departments 
depending on their major. Each department has a 
preset program that each student must complete. 
Classes are six days a week for five years. 
"There, the education is free," Iskakova added. 
Books are borrowed from the school library and 
then retumed at the end of the year. 
Iskakova said she felt that education in Russia is 
broader, yet she wanted to go to a U.S. school for a 
year to get more experience in her English major. 
Because many personal computers arc 
programmed in English, Alb also emphasized the 
value of an American education. 
He said, "English is the most important language 
you can know. P.C.s are run on English-based 
words. English should be very high on die list." 
Although JMU doesn't offer a program in 
English language study, international students arc 
placed in the same classes as American students, so 
proficiency in English is necessary. 
With the mastery of the English language comes 
the opportunity to attend JMU. 
JMU's international students come from 
countries across the world. 
"We have students from as far north as Norway 
to as far south as Tanzania," Alb said. This year, 
JMU hosts students from 59 different countries. 
According to Gary Beatty, Director of 
International Admissions and Enrollment Services, 
there are 254 international and exchange students 
at JMU. 
"We're not talking about a large percentage," 
said Beatty. 
International students often have a more difficult 
time applying to colleges in the United States. 
Beatty said that these students must apply to the 
university, be able to document their funding for 
school, take the Scholastic Aptitude Test and the 
' Test of English as a Foreign Language, as well as 
apply for a visa from the American embassy in 
their respective countries. 
Once an international student is admitted as part 
of the student body, the Office of International 
Student Services takes over. The staff tries to make 
the transition to an American school and culture 
easier for the international students. 
The Office of International Student Services 
communicates with the students before their arrival 
at JMU and offer a special oricntauon session just 
before school starts. The staff also finds host 
families for international students to stay with 
during school holidays. 
JMU recognizes that coming to a new country is 
not an easy transition to make. 
"Everything is different," Kafadar said. "It is 
very hard to adjust. At first I was homesick ... but 
before I came here, I knew I was going to another 
country. I knew I had to adjust. I made the choice." 
Amy Tsay, a freshman from Taiwan, said, "If 
you close yourself out, you won't fit in at all." 
In order to help international students feel more 
at home, the International Student CJub and the 
Office of International Student Services plan 
activities to bring tjie international students 
together and provide a newsletter covering 
activities and events. 
"I'm encouraging other international students to 
come here," Kafadar said. "If it were easy, it 
wouldn't be any fun. Challenges are important. I 
have to give it a chance. You can't go home after a 
month saying 'I didn't like it.'" 
The international students also can offer an 
education to the JMU community. Rashmi 
Bhandari, a freshman from Tanzania said, "JMU 
students and teachers learn more about different 
cultures from international students." 
> 
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Free money 
Untapped resources may exist for scholarship funds 
by Cyndy Liedtke 
senior writer 
Money — almost everyone wants to 
know how to get it, how to keep it and 
how to use it. 
It is on most JMU students' minds, 
especially when tuition and book bills 
come rolling in. However, if one knows 
where to look, according to the publishers 
of one scholarship source book, private 
scholarships may be the solution to 
financing one's education. 
Approximately 65 percent of all 
scholarships, fellowships, grants and loans 
arc available from the private sector, 
according to a press release distributed by 
Prentice Hall Inc., the publishers of a 
scholarship source book. 
Scholarship service companies 
throughout the country have advertised 
that up to S6.6 billion in scholarship funds 
go unclaimed every year because students 
do not know about them, according to 
Pre mice Hall. 
John Sellers, JMU director of financial 
aid and student employment, said these 
claims of unused scholarships are 
unfounded. 
"It's a big myth," Sellers said. "When 
there are free dollars out there, they go 
fast." 
Sophomore Kimberly Yednock agreed. 
"I don't really believe [unclaimed 
scholarships] are out there, that they're 
legitimate. 
"If those who offer scholarships want to 
give people scholarships, they're going to 
make the effort to find people to give them 
to. Who wants to be the donator to a 
scholarship that goes nowhere?" 
Sophomore Heather Mack, who applied 
for many scholarships her senior year of 
high school, said finding scholarships is 
difficult because many aren't widely 
advertised. 
"I think that if there arc scholarships 
available, they don't do a good enough job 
of publicizing them and making them 
known to students," Mack said. "I know 
many students don't know about 
scholarships they can potentially get" 
In response to skyrocketing college 
costs, scholarship services have been 
working to inform students about 
scholarships. 
The largest such service in the nation, 
the National Scholarship Research Service 
in Santa Rosa, Calif., put out last month 
the fourth edition of The Scholarship Book 
by Daniel J. Cassidy, published by 
Prentice Hall. 
Cassidy, president of the National 
Scholarship Research Service, began his 
own database of scholarships while in 
college, accumulating over $20,000 for his 
own studies. 
According to Joan-Ellen Messina, 
public relations director for Prentice Hall, 
The Scholarship Book is a resource 
available nationwide of scholarships that 









"In limes like this, with funding down 
and tuition up, the book is an avenue to 
pursue," Messina said. 
Messina said more than 500,0(X) books 
have been sold. The book also provides 
information about grants, loans and 
internships for undergraduates. 
Most of the more than 1,000 
scholarships listed in the book arc not 
based on need, and anyone meeting the 
requirements for the scholarship can apply 
for it 
"If you look through it, you're likely to 
find something you can apply for," 
Messina said. 
The book is an abridged version of the 
National Scholarship Research Service's 
data base. It indexes scholarships by 
categories, including extra-curricular 
activities, various areas of study, legal 
cities of residence and organizations or 
companies giving the scholarship. 
Some of the scholarships have narrow 
requirements in terms of who can apply 
for them while others are more inclusive. 
Some examples of scholarships listed in 
the book include: 
• The Shoe Suppliers Association of 
America offers eleven $750 scholarships 
to dependent children of show industry 
employees. 
• Tupperwarc Home Parties has 
scholarships available for Tupperwarc 
managers and their dependent children, 
independent dealers and children of 
franchisee! distributors. 
• Marketing, business administration and 
industrial distribution students arc eligible 
for a $1,000 scholarship from the National 
Electronic Distributor Association 
Education Foundation. 
• Cuban American Teacher Association 
offers scholarships from $300 - $1,000 for 
high school students of Cuban descent 
who arc planning to continue their 
education at die college level. 
According to Sellers, JMU offers its 
own scholarships through foundation and 
departmental scholarships. Money for 
these scholarships is provided by private 
donors from the community and alumnae. 
JMU has very few or no unclaimed on- 
campus scholarships, he said. 
Most of the scholarships JMU students 
receive come from JMU or the slate or 
federal level, Sellers said. 
For the 1992-93 school year, JMU 
students received $964,688 from private 
off-campus scholarships. Of the 
approximately 1,900 students who got a 
BOB DALY 
share of this money, most were freshmen. 
Sellers said. Mosl of those scholarships 
arc g(xxl for only one year and arc given 
out al the end of high school, he said. 
Sellers said that for students who arc 
interested in off-campus scholarships, 
research services arc a waste of lime and 
money. He recommended lhat students 
consult books that are available in libraries 
and financial aid offices. 
The U.S. Department of Education is 
preparing a book of its own, according to 
Maureen Long, deputy staff director of 
the U.S. House subcommittee on post 
secondary education and training. 
The book would be a "clearing house" 
of private sector scholarships available for 
general study and will be completed 
within the next two years, she said. 
Long said while she could not comment 
directly on the credibility of The 
Scholarship Book, many student aid 
services arc a "scam." A student or parent 
may pay a lot of money to a service and 
see no scholarship money in return, she 
said. 
Outside of federal financial aid. Long 
said the best source of financial assistance 
is from the institution of learning. 
"Many unclaimed scholarships arc 
unique and have weird descriptions lhat 
must match up," Long said. "The actual 
institutions have die biggest chunk of aid." 
Dot Yescavagc, career resource 
specialist al Centrevillc High School in 
Fairfax County, said students should not 
pay anyone to make a scholarship search. 
"The comeback is not good enough," she 
said. 
Yescavagc said students can make their 
own search with books from public 
libraries and inexpensive or free computer 
software programs. 
Students must lake the information 
from their searches and actively seek out 
the scholarships they find, she said. Many 
people find lists of scholarships but never 
gel and fill out the applications, and that is 
why they never get any money, she said. 
A basic scholarship search by the 
National Scholarship Research Service 
costs $75. According to Yescavage, other 
services can cost up to $400 for an initial 
search. 
Freshman Mike Peters, who received 
money from private off-campus 
scholarships, said if he had been aware of 
a book such as The Scholarships Book, he 
would have used it 
SCHOLARSHIPS page 19 
If you or your 
parents are 
divorced, tell us 
your story. 
We would like to 
take a sensitive 
look at the 
ramifications of 
divorce within the 
family. Call Jessica 
or Alane at x6729. 
s- 
a 
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lo her because she is a "middle class white 
female". 
Most of the scholarships in a packet her 
high school provided were limited to those 
from poor backgrounds, students with 
extremely high grades and minorities, or 
they were so 
obscur zthat 





also found the 
scholarship 
Maureen Long applications 
deputy staff director of the U.S. House subcommittee on and deadlines 
Scholarship 
continued from page 18 
Peters said it is difficult to know about 
scholarships outside one's geographic 
region. 













c n o u g li 
knowledge of what's out there. Thai's 
what the book is for," Peters said. 
"If I'd known about |lhc book|, I would 
have used it to the best of my advantage." 
Freshman Jcnninc Miller found il 
difficult to find scholarships that applied 
Many unclaimed scholarships 
are unique and have weird 
descriptions that must match 
up. 
post secondary education and training lend   to 
tedious. 
be 
"When I was applying to schools, I was 
so burned out with applications and 
essays," Miller said. "Applying for 
scholarships was just something else lo do 
when that time of year is so hectic 
anyway." 
Are you focused? 
If not, we can help. 
Come to the Focus and News 
meeting on Monday 
in Anthony-Seeger Hall, room 10 at 
5 p.m. 
Whaddya Say To A Guy Who's 
Had The Same Job For 50 Years, 
Has Never Called In Sick Or Showed 
Up Late, Never Taken A Vacation 
Or A Holiday, Never Asked For 
A Raise Or Griped About His Bonus 
And, Believe It Or Not, Has No 
Plans For Retirement? 
Thanks. 
f 
Show Smokey how much you appreciate his many years of vigilance by being careful with matches 
and campfircs. Remember - only you can prevent foresl fires 
*  ••    9    •     »   *    I    » 
'..,.• 
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LIVE! ON SI 
Join the Little Mermaid in the exciting 
musical adaptation of 






Why can't all family theater be ot this extraordinary caliber? 
Philadelphia Inquirer 
College of Fine Arts & Communication Masterpiece Season 
Friday, November 12 
7 p.m. in Wilson Hall 
$12.50/adults $6.50/children/seniors/JMU ID 
Call 568-7000 for tickets 
THE PERFECT SHOW FOR THE ENTIRE FAMILY! 
THERE'S MORE 




Take a break and enjoy the 
Perfect Pizza at the Perfect Price, 
fresh and steaming hot. We'll 
even include our special garlic 
sauce and pepperoncinis - all 
^fljQHte).     PeaJerfP.^ 
X^&ZEfZm-' Everyday. 
at no extra cost! So, if you get the 
hungries for great-tasting pizza, 
CALL YOUR PAPA! It's that 
easy- 433-PAPA 
(433-7272) 
702 E. Market St 
(Comer of Old Furnace Rd.) 
Large 
One Item 
6 96 tax 
Additional loppings only 93* 




98 ii + tax 
Additional toppings only 93* 
!_ Expires in 30 Days, _, 
11 AM to 3PM ONLY 
Large 
One Item 
99 5 tax 
Additional toppings only 93* 
_ _Expires_in30_Days. 
ADVEn: 
required to be i 
■ 
I 
-e vendor co„. 
COPYRlGH! HOGERCO. ITEMS AND 
PRICES GOOD SUN  NOVEMBER I THROUGH 
SAT. M.' 1 IN HARRISONBURG. 
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES. 
NONE SOLD TO DEALERS. 
nCTTCT 
THE SAVINGS 
U.S.D.A. CHOICE, GRAIN FED BEEF 
Stew Beef or 
Cube Steak 
POUND.. *t 99 GOLDEN RIPE Dole Bananas 
■IN THE DELI-PASTRY SH0PPE" 
HOUSE OF RAEF0RD 










"IN THE DAIRY CASE- CHILLED, 











2 LITER 99 t 
LOW PRICES AND MORE! 
T 
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Style 
Unexpected life leads to subject of book 
by Gina Re 
staffwriter 
Her once red-brown hair has turned 
gray, and she relies on a cane for 
support as she walks to a faded, old 
armchair and sits down. 
Her eight-month-old tabby cat Bob runs 
to her chair and jumps on her lap. He sits 
on her lap momentarily and then falls off 
the chair and starts to attack her cane. 
Jane laughs and says that Bob is unlike 
any other cat she's had before. Usually 
cats are calm and sedated, but Bob runs 
around the house sliding across the throw 
rug on his way to the mantle. 
Today, at the age of 92, Jane Abbott 
Paul, who has lived through the entire 
20th century, lives in the Shenandoah 
Valley in the Ottobine community. 
"I don't know if I have one significant 
memory," Paul says, "I just take things as 
they come." 
By her bed-stand lays a copy of her 
biography, "Jane Abbott Paul: An 
Unexpected Life," by Nancy Bondurant 
Jones. 
Jones attends the same church as Jane 
and they share common friends. Jones was 
inspired to write a story about Paul after 
learning about her life. 
The main point that Jones wanted to 
emphasize was that Jane has lived an 
interesting, rich, and varied life. Jane was 
"raised to expect one kind of lifestyle and 
culture," said Jones. As it turns out, life 
was quite different than she had expected. 
The book gives the reader a flavor of 
the times. 
"It reduces the distance between past 
and present," Jones said. 
Almost a century ago, Ruth Jane Abbott 
was bom on a mountain top in the Sangre 
de Cristo Range in the territory of New 
Mexico. Her gray eyes shine brightly as 
NICKI CAMPBELL 
Jane Abbott Paul, a resident of Ottobine, sits at home with her eight-month old 
cat. Bob. Jane, 92, is the subject of Jane Abbott Paul: An Unexpected Life. 
she begins to recall the past 
She was the first child of Col. Clarence 
Abbott and Cora X. Young Abbott. She 
had two younger brothers, but they both 
died during their infancy in February 
1904. 
From the beginning, Jane was an 
ambitious and independent child. "I 
learned to read by myself," Jane recalls. 
She also taught herself by listening to 
"Mother Goose." 
Jane says she had always wanted to be 
an artist. "I never had any formal 
instruction, but I painted a good deal." 
At 10, Jane spent her summer climbing 
rocks, painting and sleeping under the 
stars on her grandfather's ranch at the 
bottom of the El Rito de los Frijoles 
canyon. 
"I remember sleeping on the adobe roof. 
The nights were cold, and I was wrapped 
in a blanket." 
Since her grandfather Judson Abbott 
was the federal judge in care of the Tewa 
Indians, Jane got a chance to know them. 
The Tewas, one of the oldest inhabitants 
of the American Southwest, gave her the 
name Wahapogue, which means Little 
Flower. 
Jane says archaeologists from around 
the United States would come and stay at 
her grandfather's ranch so they could 
conduct archeological digs. 
In the next few years, however, Jane's 
life changed dramatically. Her father, a 
member of the National Guard, was 
elected the judge of the First Judicial 
District in New Mexico. 
Jane also witnessed New Mexico's 
admission to the union as the 47th slate in 
1912 after a long fight with the federal 
government. 
By 1916, the United Slates had become 
involved in the Mexican Revolution and 
the fight against the warlord Pancho Villa, 
who was trying to take over Mexico. In 
March, the National Guard was ordered to 
remobilize. 
That summer, Jane says, she and her 
mother followed her dad to Columbus, 
New Mexico. They slept on army cots and 
took meals with the regiment. They no 
longer had the comforts of home or the 
luxuries of their previous life. 
Taking advantage of her position as a 
colonel's daughter, Jane got involved with 
the war effort. In the process, she met 
some of America's most famous military 
leaders like General Pershing. 
After American troops pulled out of 
Columbus, Jane returned to Santa Fe. That 
stay was short. Soon after they returned 
home her father received orders to San 
Diego. 
"We followed the troops out West to 
San Diego," Jane recalls. "I joined the 
First Woman's Ambulance Corp. It was 
very active because of the worldwide flu 
epidemic." 
In 1919 Jane graduated from San Diego 
High School. She traveled by train across 
the United States in order to auend Stetson 
University in DeLand, Fla. She graduated 
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Naked Soul exposes nothing new under alternative sun 
by Amanda Ashley 
staff writer 
Naked Soul's second album, 
"Visiting Your Planet," is a 
clear reminder that there is 
nothing new under: the 
alternative sun. 
The group mixes good music 
with average and sometimes 
silly lyrics to form an ordinary 
alternative album. 
REVIEW 
"Visiting Your Planet'* opens 
creatively enough with a 10- 
second jazz piece followed by a 
'50s-styie announcer who says 
in a monotone voice. '"Forget it, 
man. and get with the 
countdown. Shake this square 
world, and blast off for 
Kicksville," 
■ ■■ ■.I...........I ■i.iti.a in .¥.m ■*■...>—..■..■■.■.. .»..-. 
Unfortunately, this 
memorable beginning is the 
album's last bit of genuine 
originality. 
:; The group has glimpses of 
greatness, but it spends most of 
its time hiding behind the 
common alternative themes of 
anger and pain. 
"Helicopter Man," which 
immediately follows the clever 
introduction, is probably the 
most-marketable and best song 
on the album. 
Lead singer Mike Conley's 
frustrated lyrics makes him 
sound like he's in emotional 
pain: "You're smiling when I'm 
working. You're laughing while 
I'm hurting." As he sings, his 
need for an outlet is realized. 
After mulling over whether 
the outlet should be music: 
"Happy songs all night long," or 
drugs: "Get me high when I'm 
blue," he informs the audience 
of his illegal choice by yelling 
"Wasted!" several times near 
the end. 
Screaming, indiscernible 
lyrics punctuate another 
distinctive song, "You, Me and 
Jack Kerouac." 
While it is very difficult to 
understand any of the lyrics in 
the song, the loud, unstructured 
anger works. The tune bears a 
slight resemblance to Nirvana's 
'Territorial Pissings." - 
"Wound," the song that 
precedes "You, Me and Jack 
Kerouac", is also a catchy piece 
that deals with another 
emotionally distressed 
individual: "Frustration 
murdering your patience. 
Digging down inside where 
the problems always lie." This 
song goes through several 
musical transitions as the 
intensity of the lyrics change. 
Naked Soul balances out the 
album with a few ballads and 
several feel-good songs. 
The album closes with a 
ballad, the title track "Visiting 
Your Planet." This quiet song 
fades out and asks: "I'll wonder 
what you'll do here while I'm 
away?" 
Overall, the music played by 
bassist Jeff Sewell, drummer 
Larry Pearson and guitarist/lead 
singer Conley is in most 
instances pleasant, even catchy. 
Naked Soul has the ability to go 
from a wistful ballad to a 
grunge piece without losing too 
much of its edge. 
All 11 songs on the 38- 
minute album fit neatly into 
MTV's "120 Minutes" genre. 
Naked Soul is described by its 
record company, Scotti Bros., as 
a "pop-punk hybrid" and 
"alternative but accessible." 
It is unfortunate that the 
lyrics Conley sings are not good 
in every song. 
Naked Soul's press release 
boasts that Conley is "a 
tunesmith comparable to Paul 
Westerberg, Evan Dando of die 
Lemonheads and Soul Asylum's 
Dave Pimer." 
In short, this album is average. 
There is no new territory 
covered here. 
Naked Soul is a cookie-cutter 
alternative group that is only a 
few songs away from being 
something more. 
The talent is musically there, 
but innovation and improved 
lyrics are needed to help them 
break out of mediocrity. 
.. __ 
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The Committee on the 
Community will offer an 
opportunity for students to ask 
questions about college 
restructuring to the dean of 
the School of Fine Arts and 
Communication. The forum 
will be 7 p.m. Thursday, Nov. 
11 in the Highlands Room in 
Warren Hall. 
—/\^,       (Toppings only $1.00)     _\ 
20" Round Pizza^ 
433-3776 
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1 I j   433-3776 
•■•••i •  
75  FOUR 
♦ «« I STAR + tax STAR     _ _      _ 
PIZZA       Two Big 12''  j  PIZZA       Two Big 12 
1****1 Subs & Two 
FREE 16oz. 
Drinks 
i* * * * 
433-3776 433-3776 
Subs & Two 
FREE 16oz. 
Drinks 




Pre-register now for KIN 131 (Elementary) .KIN 231 
(Intermediate), orKIN331 (Advanced) courses 
for two semester hours credit on your class schedule. 
When: 3RD BLOCK TUESDAY/THURSDAY 
 l-5pm OR 5-10 pm CLASS SESSIONS 
NEW state-of-the-art snowguns to 
open DIAMOND JIM as soon as possible 
$132 ($156 with rental equipment) 
Check payable to: Great Eastern Resort Management. 
MUST be paid at REQUIRED orientation/liability meeting 
in G/S Theatre Tuesday, January 11 * A late fee of $10 
will be charged to all students who do not attend this meeting. 
Small Group lessons/car pools to be formed 
For further information contact: 
Dr. John Haynes, Kinesiology Department 
Phone 568-3949 
HEALTH FAIR 
Wed. November 10 from 1 0-2PM in the PC Ballroom 
Featuring: 
• FREE Raffles every 1/2 hour 
• FREE Health Assessments 
• Information on relevant Health issues 
• FREE Refreshments 
• Live Demonstrations on First-Aid. Aerobics & more 
• Healthy Cookine Demonstration- cookbooks available 
• Cholesteral Testine - $5.00 
0 
* <? 
Sponsored by the Health Center, Eta Sterna Gamma, and the Health Sciences DePt. 
Paul 
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Performance artist explores 
through poetic monologues 
An audience made up of students 
and faculty went on an exploratory 
journey into themselves and the mind 
of performance artist Mark Anderson 
(1) last Thursday evening in Godwin 
Hall. 
Anderson performed iwo poetic 
monologues, each a comical and 
sometimes dramatic look into himself 
and others. The show consisted of 
Anderson speaking and gesturing (2) 
in a dramatic fashion. 
The first piece was titled "Eighty 
Words for Snow." It examined 
everything from waking up in the 
morning to sex and love. About love 
and relationships, Anderson said, 
"You've gotta break a few legs to 
make a hospital." 
At one point, Anderson recited a 
poem he had written and cut up into 
words and phrases. He literally put his 
poem together by randomly pulling out 
the tiny pieces of paper which 
contained the words and and reading 
them (3). 
- Jh.is signifies his method of 
composing his work — putting ideas in 
a box and working with them until he 
finds a good order. 
Anderson said he does not like his 
work to be autobiographical. He said 
his ideas are the impulse but not the 
manifestation of his work. "I search for 
commonalities with others." 
The second monologue, called 
"Who?" was an excerpt from a longer 
piece titled "Manual." Anderson 
explained he would have liked to have 
had a manual on life at birth. 
"Who?" probed the idea of passion. 
Anderson described himself plumbing 
and wondering if he should continue 
the work due to his lack of passion for 
the task. 
Then Anderson's mind dove in and 
out of various characters such as a 17- 
year-old Hispanic boy, frustrated at the 
fact that he could never really be or 
know what it is like to be those people 
(4). 
"His work makes me feel alive," 
dance instructor Cynthia Thompson 
said. "He has a special brand of 
physicality and humor." 
Photographs and story by Chris Podeschi 
Harrisonburg, with her husband's family 
while he was overseas. 
When the war was over, Seymour 
returned to Harrisnoburg and the Pauls 
returned to Panama. 
They came back to the United States in 
1949 and settled on Mason Street in 
Harrisonburg and have lived in the area 
ever since. 
Together, Jane and Seymour found a 
continued from page 21 
from Stetson in three years and then joined 
her parents in Panama in 1922. 
"Panama was heaven," Jane says with a 
smile. "There was so much swimming and 
dating. Although Jane enjoyed her life in 
Panam she felt that she needed to get out 
on her own and live independently. 
The idea of living the Bohemian 
lifestyle in New York in the early 1920s 
appealed to Jane. She took a train ——___ 
from Ft. Benning, Ga., to Grand   (t _   , 
Central Station in New York. She       / CLOYl t KYIOW if I have One 
never made it to art school. Instead,     . 
the pragmatic Jane got a job at Significant memOTy. I ]USt 
Lord & Taylor selling ribbons. ,        » . >t 
Through friends, she met take things as they come. 
Harvard graduate Bill Barker, who 
she married in 1925. 
The marriage seemed happy at 
first, Jane says, buy it lacked the 
love a marriage needs in order to 
survive. They eventually divorced 
after nine years. 
In order to escape the depression of 
living alone, Jane returned to Panama to 
visit friends. One friend introduced her to 
Seymour Paul, the personnel director of 
the Panama Canal Zone. 
"My friend had told me I was going to 
to meet the most enchanting man. He 
showed up late," Jane says with a laugh, 
"but I think that's the way it always is. He 
was tall, handsome and had beautiful 
brown eyes. It was love at first sight." 
Soon afterward in 1935, Jane and 
Seymour were married. 
They had two sons, Seymour and John 
Jr., and they lived in Panama until World 
War II. 
Jane   and   her   sons   moved    to 
Jane Abbott Paul 
subject of biography 
house in Ollobinc that they hoped to retire 
in, but Seymour became ill and passed 
away. 
Jane mulls over the past and what 
brought her to the Shenandoah Valley, 
she remarks, "It's so queer as I look back, 
it all means something different." 
Jane looks around and points out 
pictures of her two sons sitting on the 
piano. She continues to glance around her 
living room, which is scattered with 
letter-filled shoeboxes and books. My 
essential desire is to be organized," she 
says. 
Suddenly, her eyes land on her 
biography, which remains unopened, and 
she says, "I haven't read it yet, but I plan 
to." 




week at 7 p.m. 
Anne and Barbara 
568-3846 




The celebrations are underway for the 
ninth-ranked JMU men's soccer 
team, as it stomped Old Dominion 
3-0 in the Colonial Athletic Association 
Tournament Finals at Richmond 
yesterday. 
The Dukes became the first team ever 
to win back-to-back CAA tournaments. 
Now the team is looking forward to its 
second straight trip to the NCAA 
Tournament. 
JMU entered the finals as the top seed 
facing sixth seeded ODU, who suffered a 
1-0 loss to the Dukes in the 
regular season. ——— 
"We proved today that 
we're the best team in the 
conference," head coach Tom 
Martin said. "We made very 
few mistakes and the depth of 
our team pulled us through." 
JMU's three tournament 
victories brought their record 
to 19-1-1, as they became the 
first ever team to go a perfect 
10-0 in the CAA.  
Junior    forwards    Mark 
Mathewson, Chad Wilkinson and Brent 
Bennett combined for six of the nine goals 
scored during the weekend. 
JMU snatched a 1-0 lead over Old 
Dominion with only two minutes 
remaining in the first half, as sophomore 
midfielder Kaarlo Kankkunen blasted a 
shot off goalkeeper Tim Figureido's right 
leg. 
"That first goal by Kaarlo really gave 
us a lot of confidence going into 
halftime," Martin said. "And we kept the 
momentum in the second half, as well." 
Midway through the second half. 
Mathewson added his third goal of the 
tournament with a shot past a crowd of 
players in front of the goal. 
"Mark did a great job for us off the 
bench," Martin said. "We need that from 
him in order to be successful." 
Sophomore forward Patrick McSorley 
sweetened the win, knocking in a goal off 
a cross pass from senior defender K.P. 
Wawrzyniak. 
"I got a good jump on my defender and 
beat him to the ball," McSorley said. "But 
K.P. and Mark did most of the work 
getting it over to me." 
We proved today that we 're 





JMU shuts out ODU 3-0 
in the CAA tournament finals 
for its second straight 
trip to the NCAA tournament 
by Mike Wissot 
Tom Martin 
JMU men's soccer head coach 
Sophomore midfielder Nathan Fairchild 
delivered a solid offensive and defensive 
performance, controlling a talented 
Monarch squad. 
"Nate is the best unsung player in the 
conference," Martin said. "He has shut 
down a number of guys in the conference 
and does all the dirty work. He definitely 
deserves a lot of credit." 
Among the JMU defenders, senior Bob 
Johnston, junior Graham Perkovich, 
sophomore Kyle Swords and Wawrzyniak 
combined with goalkeeper Brain Bailey 
for three consecutive shutouts. 
"We all had it set in our minds that we 
weren't going to give up a goal," Johnston 
said. "And we played that way throughout 
the tournament. Our defense has great 
continuity and that's how we're going to 
be all year." 
Junior forward Brent Bennett missed 
time in all three games, and continues to 
be slowed by a tender hamstring, which he 
injured last weekend in the Dukes' only 
loss of the season at North Carolina. 
JMU outshot its opponents 48-17 in the 
tournament. 
Unlike the previous three CAA Finals, 
this year's tournament winner 
finished with the best regular 
season record in the 
conference. 
"This is a great way to 
end a great season," Bailey 
said. "We're really looking 
forward to the NCAA 
Tournament." 
In the games leading up 
to the final, JMU escaped 
unscathed from a tournament 
full of upsets. 
Second seed William & Mary and third- 
seeded George Mason were both victims 
of upsets in Thursday's first-round action. 
But JMU pounced on East Carolina and 
Richmond by the identical scores of 3-0 
on Thursday and Friday. 
Bennett and Kankkunen were named to 
the CAA first team, announced at the 
beginning of the tournament. Johnston 
was named to the second team. 
The Dukes now return to the NCAA 
tournament. Last season, JMU was issued 
a rude welcoming party by Duke, 3-0, in 
Durham, N.C. 
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Kankkunen fights 
injury to be named 
tournament MVP 
Despite missing four games before 
the CAA Tournament with a hamstring 
pull affecting his lower back, 
sophomore midfielder Kaarlo 
Kankkunen (pictured above) stepped 
onto the field at Richmond with one 
mission in mind — a Colonial Athletic 
Association championship. 
Not only did the midfielder from 
Valkeeakoski, Finland help the Dukes 
win the tournament and clinch another 
NCAA Tournament bid, but 
Kankkunen was also honored as the 
CAA Tournament MVP, coming on 
the coat tails of being named to the 
CAA regular season first team. 
"We didn't even think Kaarlo was 
going to play," head coach Tom 
Martin said. "But he worked hard 
today and gave us a big lift. And I 
think that shows the type of character 
that he has." 
Kankkunen, a soft-spoken and well- 
mannered gentleman off the field, is 
known by his teammates as one of the 
hardest and toughest players around. 
"Kaarlo will play even if he is hurt," 
senior team captain Bob Johnston said. 
"He had a great tournament and really 
gave us a better flow as a unit." 
Kankkunen scored the go-ahead 
goal against Old Dominion and picked 
up an assist versus Richmond, lifting 
his totals to seven goals and nine 
assists. 
— Mike Wissot 
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Rain left playing conditions in sloppy shape, but didn't slow 
down the JMU offense, which scored nine goals in three days. 
Sophomore midfielder Nathan Fairchlld (left) hurdles an ODU opponent as senior forward Chris 
Maltese (right) looks on during Sunday's 3-0 victory. 
Dukes work ethic proves 
them worthy of ranking 
JMU aims for first-ever NCAA tournament victory 
If there was doubt in 
anybody's mind that the JMU 
men's soccer deserved to be 
ranked ninth in the country, it 
should all be clear now. 
The Dukes are headed to the 
NCAA Tournament, as they did 
last year. But this is by far a 
much improved JMU squad, who 
was knocked out 3-0 in the 
opening round at Duke 
last year. 
First and foremost, 
JMU has one of the 
best defenses in the 
nation — and not just 
statistically. They play 
with more heart and 
determination than 
anyone else around. 
Bob   Johnston   is 
unquestionably the leader of the 
defense, running from one end of 
the field to the other with no 
abandon. 
Along with K.P. Wawrzyniak, 
Graham Perkovich and Kyle 
Swords, the Dukes are stacked to 
the rim with talented defenders, 
recording 14 shutouts in 21 
games played. 
In the midfield, the Dukes lost 
Jon Pillion to academic problems 
and Kaarlo Kankkunen continues 
to play with a bad hamstring and 
lower back. 
Fortunately, head coach Tom 
Martin has depth in the midfield 
with a very crafty David 
Villarreal and hard-working 
Nathan Fairchild, who have both 
remained healthy all year. 
If Kankkunen should happen 
to sit out from injuries, then Chris 
Maltese will move back from the 
forward line to midfield. 
JMU's offensive attack will 
Sports 
Commentary 
— Mike Wissot 
feature one of the most lethal 
forwards in the NCAA in Brent 
Bennett — recently named CAA 
Player of the Year. 
Bennett, throughout the entire 
season, has proven to be 
unstoppable in every aspect. 
Beyond tallying impressive 
numbers in the scorebooks, 
Bennett is the most exciting 
player on the field. 
Mark Mathewson and Chad 
Wilkinson are on a tear, 
combining for five goals in the 
CAA Tournament, as well as a 
quick-footed Patrick McSorley, 
who electrifies the fans with fast- 
paced maneuvers. 
Martin and assistant coach 
Nino Altomonte have assembled 
a group of hard-working players 
who have momentum and 
talented oozing out of their 
bodies. 
JMU isn't a strong and 
physical team, but rather one of 
pure technical ability. 
And besides, the Dukes 
have proven that they 
can play the well-sized 
teams on any given day. 
JMU is the first 
team ever to sweep 
through the CAA 
schedule with a perfect 
10-0 record. That's no 
easy task — Martin 
insists that the CAA is the 
second-best conference in the 
nation behind only the Atlantic 
Coast. 
But most of all, the secret to 
being the best team in the country 
is playing with confidence, pride 
and balance. 
Many have questioned how far 
this JMU squad can last in the 
NCAA Tournament. 
Only lime will tell. But if 
everything comes together, you 
can bet the Dukes will put up 
their strongest fight ever to bring 








(Left) A small but 
vocal contingent 




cheered JMU to 
its second 
straight CAA title. 
PHOTOS BY MIKE HEFFNER 
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Dukes manhandle Northeastern, 52-21 
by Steve Miranda 
sports editor 
BOSTON — The JMU football team 
moved one victory closer to ensuring itself 
of a winning season with a less-than- 
glamorous 52-21 win over Northeastern 
on Saturday. 
"It was a game that seemed like it lasted 
three days," head coach Rip Schercr said. 
"It was a sloppy game. I think both teams 
played sloppy at limes — I know we did. 
You hale to see a game like that You'd 
like to sec a cleaner game and a closer 
score." 
The game featured 15 penalties, nine 
fumbles and four interceptions in front of 
a crowd generously estimated at 2,100. 
JMU upped iis record lo 5-4, and it can 
clinch a winning season ncxl week at 
Villanova, which sports a 3-6 overall 
record and is lied for last place in the 
Yankee Conference. 
"I'm satisfied with today because it's a 
win," senior defensive end Dion Foxx 
said. "I'm not satisfied because we didn't 
play as hard for the whole four quarters as 
we could have." 
JMU started slowly, but sophomore 
quarterback Mike Cawlcy hit senior wide 
receiver David McLeod for a 33-yard 
touchdown pass that gave the Dukes a 10- 
7 lead midway through the second quarter. 
Freshman tight end Ed Perry caught a 
15-yard touchdown strike from Cawley 39 
seconds before halflime to give JMU a 17- 
7 lead. 
The Dukes scored 21 unanswered 
points after half time, including a 16-yard 
fumble recovery for a touchdown by Foxx, 
to put the game away. 
"We really played poorly in the 
beginning," Schcrer said- "We had a 
chance to knock them out early and we 
didn't. Fortunately, we came out better in 
the second half." 
The JMU defense held Northeastern to 
just 240 total net yards and forced six 
turnovers. The Dukes took advantage of 
CRAIG NEWMAN 
Alonzo Bowler (6) makes a tackle in Saturday's win over Northeastern. 
Northeastern's unimaginative run-and- 
shoot offense and the inexperience of 
freshman quarterback Jeff Pilarcek, who 
took his first collegiate snap Saturday, lo 
bury the Huskies. 
Freshman cornerback John Stein had 
two interceptions and junior safety Robert 
Smart added another. Northeastern scored 
a pair of fourth quarter touchdowns to 
make the game appear closer. 
"The defense overall did some very 
good things," Scherer said. "We gave up 
some cheap ones laic, but we got some 
pressure on a young quarterback." 
The win snaps JMU's .six-game road 
losing streak, dating back lo last year's 
Sept 26 win at Youngstown State. Scherer 
downplayed the Dukes' struggles on the 
road. 
"We played some good football teams or 
we just played poorly," he said. "It had 
nothing to do with the fact that we were on 
the road. It just had to do with us not 
playing well." 
After losing at William & Mary last 
week, JMU would need a miracle to make 
the Division I-AA playoffs. 
"It's all pride right now," Foxx said. 
"We're playing for pride. We're playing lo 
have a winning season. Then, we're going 
to try for a 7-4 season and let the chips fall 
where they may." 
JMU closes out its regular season Nov. 
20 at home against Boston University, 
which is still undefeated for the season. 
Senior wide rcceiccr David McLeod 
caught six passes for 103 yards Saturday, 
and he needs 14 more catches lo sci a new 
JMU record for career receptions. 
JAMES MADISON 3   14   14   21—52 
NORTHEASTERN  0   7    0   14 — 21 
First quarter 
JMU — Weis 32 FG, 2:06 
Second quarter 
NU — Lains 2 puss from Pibru* (Radhfci), 6:18 
JMU—IvkLul 33 jus from Cawlcy (Was kickX 213 
JMU—Pary 15 puss from Cawley (Wcis kick). 052 
Third quarter 
JMU — Agcc 1 run (Wcis kickX 9:59 
JMU —Foxx 16 fumble return (Wcis kickX 6:43 
Fourth quarter 
JMU—Cawlcy 2 run (Wcis kick), 13:14 
NU — Bdkx 12 pass from Pilarcek (Eacrcu pass 
fnxn PilarcckX 11:27 
JMU — Byid 1 run (Courscy kick* 5:04 
NU—Monks 46 pass form Pilarcek (pass failed* 4:06 
JMU — Woolever 34 pass from Lyons (Courscy 
kick) 1:52 
INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS 
RUSHING — NU. Vaughan 20-70, Williams 8-17. 
Pilarcek 2- (-28). JMU. Miles 17-73. Agee 11-54. 
Cawley 8-19. Allen 2-5, Harris 3-16. McLeod 1-12, 
Lyons 4-0, Byid 3-10, Townes 3-22. Spadesman 1 -7. 
PASING — NU. Pilarcek 15-29-3-181. JMU. 
Cawley 14-30-1-225, Lyons 3-1*34. 
RECEIVING — NU. Monias 5-83. Brady 4-18. 
Bcllot 2-39. Vaughan. 2-18, Perry 1-21. Lung \-Z 
JMU — McLeod 6-103. Perry 4-75. Allen 3-28. 
Woolever 1-34, Doraey 1-13. 
Cornerback eclipses the competition 
Dwight Robinson leads Yankee Conference in kickoff returns 
by Jason Ruggiero 
staff writer 
CRAIG NEWMAN 
• • Robinson has returned two kicks for TDs this year. 
Junior Dwight Robinson has been guilty of avoiding 
the competition all season. 
Robinson has permanently logged himself in the JMU 
record books with two kickoff returns for touchdowns 
this season. 
"There's not that many guys who return two kicks for 
touchdowns in their lives, let alone in one year," coach 
Rip Scherer said. "The season isn't even over yet." 
Robinson is the top kick returner in the Yankee 
Conference this season with a 30.3 average. 
His first kickoff return was a 90-yard touchdown in a 
55-3 win over Lock Haven. JMU's only previous kickoff 
return for a touchdown was Gary Clark's 95-yardcr in 
1983. 
"Every lime I get the ball, I'm thinking big play," 
Robinson said. "I think that our team as a whole has a big 
play mentality." 
Although Robinson is the one who has his name in 
lights after a big return, he is quick to credit the entire 
special teams unit for his success. 
Robinson said his second kickoff return, a 90-yarder in 
a 31-20 loss to William & Mary, exemplifies the strength 
of his supporting cast. 
"I wasn't even touched on the run, so it was- all of 
them up front," Robinson said. "They executed perfectly, 
made the hole, and I just ran through it." 
In 1992, Robinson averaged 26.3 yards on 17 kickoff 
returns and was ninth nationally in Division I-AA. He is 
currently third on JMU's career kickoff return yardage 
list with 810 yards. 
Robinson has also been stellar in his performance as a 
defensive back this season. He earned a Yankee 
Conference honorable mention last week after making 11 
tackles and recovering a fumble which set up a 
touchdown against William & Mary. 
"He's got great foot quickness and the ability lo 
change direction quickly," Scherer said. "He matches up 
well in man coverage with anybody." 
Robinson has been an integral part of the JMU 
defense. He ranks third on the team with 52 tackles and 
leads the squad with 40 unassisted tackles. 
He has been successful in containing some of the 
conference's best wide receivers. 
"I like to get into their heads so that they're conscious 
of me more than what they arc supposed to be doing," 
Robinson said. "I want lo make |lhc rcccivcrl think of 
everything except running his pattern." 
Robinson said he is taking one game at a lime ami is 
intern on finishing the season slrong. Scherer said 
Robinson has been able to fill many roles for the team. 
"He's an outstanding special team player and he's an 
outstanding dcfcnsivc*back for us," Scherer said. "He's a 
major cog in our whole operation." 
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Wrestlers ready to 
battle ODU, Mason 
for Colonial crown 
by Steve Nahra 
staffwrlter 
Friday's Purple and Gold scrimmage shows the JMU 
wrestling team is ready to succeed this season. 
"I thought the guys wrestled well," head coach Jeff 
"Peanut" Bowyer said. "This is one of the reasons why wc 
developed this match, so we can try and see what we need 
to work on before we have our first tournament." 
Juniors Jude Arena, Brian Dugan and senior Sean 
McKcn/.ic captain this year's team. 
Freshmen Ken Rossi, Pal Coylc and Trent Boyd lead a 
talented crop of newcomers. 
"We're expecting a lot from our freshmen coming in," 
assistant coach Ken Herceg said. "If they're able to perform 
at the level we expect them to, then we're right in there at 
top shape." 
The JMU Invitational Sunday marks the start of the 
season as JMU faces seven schools most notably Rutgers 
and Duke. 
When asked about CAA opposition, Herceg was quick to 
point out George Mason and Old Dominion. 
"George Mason lost a lot of guys, but they picked up a 
few veterans through transfers and whatever," Herceg said. 
"Old Dominion has a lot of good guys coming back. 
They're probably in the lead of the conference right now." 
Bowyer was pleased by the team's performance Friday, 
but he expressed some areas of concern. 
"We need to slay healthy and gain some experience in 
particular weights," he said. "A lot of times, we were 
giving up points at the end of the period, which is going to 
hurt us. A lot of times, we had an opportunity for bonus 
points, and we didn't take them, which is going to hurt us. I 
think that at the point we're in the season, we're in pretty 
good shape." 
FIELD HOCKEY 
Dukes drop CAA championship 
to ODU, 2-1 
JMU came up short against Old 
Dominion yesterday, losing the 
Colonial Athletic Association 
championship 2-1 in Williamsburg. 
JMU freshman midfielder Carole 
Thate, named CAA Rookie and 
Player of the Year earlier in the 
week, was also named tournament 
Most Valuable Player. 
Kalja Neumann scored both 
goals for the Monarchs. 
Thatc scored me loan goal for 
JMU, her fifth of the tournament. 
She had an assist in the first round 
and semifinal game. 
Junior forwards Eileen Arnaldo 
and Danylc Hcffeman also tallied 
scores in the tournament 
JMU sophomore goalkeeper Jen 
Ruggicro made IS saves on the goal 
in the championship. ODU took 22 
shots to the Dukes' eight. 
JMU advanced to the final game 
of the tournament by defeating 
Virginia Commonwealth 4-0 in the 
first round, and William & Mary 3- 
0 in the semifinal. 
The Dukes must now wait and 
see if they receive an at-large bid to 
the NCAA tournament that begins 
Nov. 11. 
SWIMMING 
Saturday, Nov. 6 
Philadelphia, Penn. 
JMU 141, La Salle 97 
Villanova 133, JMU 104 
Men 
400 medley relay—JMU 3:31.08 
1000 freestyle—Mike Mcllcy (VU) 
9:39.43 
200 freestyle—Tim Jogan 
(VU) 1:44.21 
50 freestyle—Erich Wciblc (LU) 
21.81 
200 individual medley—Mark 
Gabriclc (JMU) 1:56.44 
One meter diving—Matt McGarry 
(VU) 238.50 
200 butterfly—Gabriclc (JMU) 
1:54.11 
100 freestyle—Brian Blitzcr (VU) 
47.87 
200 backstroke—Paul DcConii 
(LU) 1:55.78 
500 freestyle—Mellcy (VU) 
4:42.33 
Three meter diving—Brian Vodicc 
(VU) 274.65 
200 breastrokc—Mike Schwanki 
(VU) 2:12.05 
400 free relay—LU 3:12.16 
Women 
400 medley relay—VU 4:00.14 
1000 freestyle—Deirde Lynchs 
(LU) 10:28.18 
200 freestyle—Erin McDonnell 
(JMU) 1:55.65 
50 freestyle—Megan McCaffrey 
(VU) 24.23 
200 individual medley—E. 
Rothenbach (VU) 2:11.56 
One-meter diving—Chcrly Coppola 
(LU) 241.95 
200 buucrfly—Tara Ryan (VU) 
2:08.75 
100 freestyle—McCaffrey (VU) 
52.49 
200 backstroke—Rothenbach (VU) 
2:07.42 
500 freestyle—Lynch (LU) 5:03.35 
Three-meter diving—Amanda 
Klockars (VU) 228.40 
200 breast-stroke—Karen Hafncr 
(LU) 2:28.17 
400 freestyle relay—VU 3:36.13 
YANKEE CONFERENCE 
Massachusetts 29, Richmond 24 
Towson State 32, Delaware 30 
New Hampshire 45, Villanova 14 
William & Mary 47, Maine 23 
Connecticut 41, Rhode Island 9 
Boston University 61, Buffalo 33 
VOLLEYBALL 
Saturday, Nov. 6 
Harrisonburg 
JMU def. Liberty 13-15,15-11,15- 
13,15-9 
Towson State def. JMU 15-6,15-6, 
15-9 
171 Neff Ave. 
"Behind the Mall" 
433-9966 
(^W5A^ 
• Over 30 Styles 
• Over 2000 tuxedos on site 
Special Student Group Rates • Start $30.00 
For all Fraternities and Sororities 
.m • S.IIKIVN The Artful 
Dodger 
\ (ol'lec I louse 
and Ail Gallon 
V\   ( nuil Square 
II.IITIsOllhuK. \  \  »2K()I 
Wednesday. November 10 at 8p.m. 
Nationally Renowned Music Sensation 









RSVP by noon on Nov. 15 
568-6513 
$6.50 /per person 
Pay at door. 
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EMJ 
UMvi««rr »vO - 
  CARRY OUT MENU 
GRAND OPENING SPECIAL 
Order over $10, Come with 2 Egg Roll 
Order over $20, Come with Combo Fried Rice 
Order over $30, Come with General Tso's Chicken 
Delivery Hours: 11:30am - 2:30pm   &   5pm - 9pm 
(Minimum Order $15, within 2 mi. radius) 
Lunch Buffet Everyday 




1790, #120 EAST MARKET ST. 
(Next to Kroger) 
EXPIRES: 11/31/93 
WILLIAMSON & HUGHES PHARMACY AND HOME HEALTH 
1015 Harrison Street, Harrisonburg, Va. 
(Behind JM's Deli) 
THE STUDENT'S PHARMACY 
•Prescriptions and Over-the-Counter drugs. 
•Private Consultation with your pharmacist or nurse. 
•Convenient Delivery. 
Williamson Hughe 10% Discount with student I.D. 
Pharmacy & Home Health 
Tel: 434-2372   Approved Charge   Accounts Welcome 
TYie Aiuutr **A{j wrprise qou\ 
Jane Elliott 
is back... 
Creator of the Blue Eyes/Brown Eyes 
Discrimination Exercise presents: 
£WL of Hit Sfon* 
^ Thursday, November 18 
7:30 PM in WILSON HALL 
Tickets are FREE with JMU ID and $2.00 all others. 
Tickets are available starting Thursday, Nov. 11 at the 
Warren Hall Box Office 0<7960). Get your tickets early! 
This is a show you don't wantjo miss...j 
a show that will change you rO#tVt#\ 
^mmg 
tgm^ 
I JUSTICE 1 
SHY        ? JAMES MADISON UNIVERSIT
1993-94 THEME S 
UPB HOTUNE X4UPB 
m 
Welcome to our salon — whether it's 
FULL SERVICE or our unique EXPRESS SERVICE 
we guarantee you'll be pleased... 











PRECISION CUT and DRY 
FULL 
\0t\s   SERVICE 
Appointment suggested for TIME 
and personal STYLIST ... Precision 
haircut, shampoo, and dry ... M2.00 
HAIRCUT PLUS ... Detail styling ... 
Includes a round brush, curling iron or 
complete roller set... ^.OO 
HAIRCUT, SHAPE & STYLE 
only $18.00 
other services available 
• PERM WAVES 
• HAIR COLOR (TINTS & HI-LITES) 
• CERTIFIED MASSAGE THERAPY 
TOWN CENTER S^VA 228OI     PHONE 433-2373 
Beside Harrisonburg 
Valley Mall 
*    .. . 
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Humor 
CALVIN & HOBBES/BWWatterson 
VflW SHOULD I TAKE A. 
BMW?   I'M JUSTGOIHG 
TO GET DlRTf AGMM. 
:i?% 
WWT SHOULD I BRVJSW 
Ml TEETH ? I'M JUST- 
GOIHG TO EAT AGAIN. 
\ 
YW SHOULD I COMB M 
HA\R?   \TS0VJST GOING 
TO SET MESSED OP AGAIN 




HI, ITS ME. *X)R BIG 
ACCOMPLISHMENT IN LIFE.' 
THE FAR SIDE/GoryLtfraw 
Whaf You re |ust going to throw the tail away-1 
Whv. in my day we used ewerv ,1ang 
cart of a mammoth: 
OUTER BOUNDS/CJ. Grebb "Oh, man! The coffee's cold'. They thought of everything1." 
^■tai MHfe ^M 
_ 
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Sigma Gamma Rho Sorority, Inc. 
Founders' Week 
Soulful Reflections: 
Celebrating Our Past, Focusing On Our Future 
MONDAY. NOVEMBERS 
Come spend "An Evening with NIKK1 GIOVANNI" 
Don't miss it, because it will be an unforgettable experience. 
Grafton Stovall 7:30 p.m. 
TUESDAY. NOVEMBER 9 
She's gotta have "it" or should we say she'd better keep "it" to herself 
Women's Health Issues 
Taylor Hall A402 8:00p.m. 
WEDNESDAY. NOVF.MRF.R 10 
You 've seen it on MTV! Now, its at JMU. 
The first annual "Up Service" complete with DJ and scratch factor. 
First prize $50.00! And it's FREEH 
PC. Ballroom 8:00p.m. 
THURSDAY NOVEMBER 11 
Black greek lettered SORORITY SOCIAL 
Taylor Hall A404 7:00p.m. 
FRIDAY. NOVF.MRF.R 1? 
FOUNDER'S DA Y CELEBRATION 
Alleghany Rm., Warren Hall 11 a.m. - 2 p.m. 
Free CAKE and a "KISS" to our founders. 
Takin' it back to da ole school! guest DJ from Richmond. 
Player's 10:00p.m. - 3:00 a.m.  $3.00 
SATURDAY. NOVEMBER 13 
MEN'S AND WOMEN'S 3-ON-3 BASKETBALL TOURNAMENT. 
First prize $75. 
Godwin Hall 12:00p.m.- 6:00p.m.  
THERE'S MORE 
TO 11FE TH AN 
BOC KS AND 
PROCESSORS. 
THERE'S PIZZA! 
Take a break and enjoy the 
Perfect Pizza at the Perfect Price," 
fresh and steaming hot. We'll 
even include our special garlic 






at no extra cost! So, if you get the 
hungries for great-tasting pizza, 
CALL YOUR PAPA! It's that 
asy   433-PAPA 
(433-7272) 
702 E. Market St. 
(Corner of Old Furnace Rd.) 
Large 
One Item 




98 11 + tax 
(   Additional toppings only 93«   |' Additional toppings only 93«  . 
i_ _ExRlrcJ. in. 30 Days_ j'_ Expires in 30 Days _, 
11AM to 3PM ONLY 
Large 
One Item 
5 99 + tax 
Additional toppings only 93« 
Expires_in^O_Day^ _ 
taking ne^apers from virgin 
act 
papers fibers uses 
energy as reqjled paper. 
M
twice as 
The Breeze is Atributing to the recyjfhg effort by 
recycling allttitsiofficej)anA^»ell as used ' 
newspapers. Recyc!fR&£s theaj|  fly we can all give 
something back. Consult youiiHaT yellow pages for the 
nearest recycling agency. 
Change 
Your 
Life Bring this ad into the Harrisonburg Jiffy 
Lube and for $ 19.93 we'll do a lot more 
than just change your car's oil. We'll 
p^^^ change your life. 
■ ^^i We'll start by (?) changing your oil, 
giving you up to 5-quarts of top-grade 
motor oil and (§) a brand new oil filter. 
A m*\   #\*fc      ^nen we" ® lubricate your chassis, 
S 1 %#   Wj     check and fill your (4) transmission, 
(plus tax) ® differential^) brake, 0 power 
steering, and (^window washer 
fluids, (?) check and fill your battery, 
check your @ air filter and @ wiper blades, and 
(§) inflate your tires to the proper pressure. And we'll finish up 
by @ vacuuming your interior, and @ washing your car. It's 
our Jiffy Lube 14-Point Service, guaranteed (in writing) to give 
you a car you can drive with confidence. And when you have 
confidence in the car you're driving, your life is a whole lot 
better. 
Our 14-Point Service, regularly $24.99, is just $19.93 plus tax, 
with this ad, through November 30.1993. So stop by and 
see us today (no appointment necessary) to service your 
car - and change your life! 
Harrisonburg Jiffy Lube - Al Fowler, Manager 
1870 East Market Street across from the Valley Mall 
Open Weekdays 8 am - 5 pm 
(Thur. 8 am - 8 pm), Sat. 8 am - 5 pm 
433-8599 
@ 
We're Doing Our Part 
For the Environment. We Do It Right, Guaranteed. 
>' 
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Classifieds 
FOR RENT 
1135/raol Old* Hill - E«c*ll*nt 
roommalMl AvaJlabt* nowl Rob. 433- 
6005 
Do you halo youf living alluatlon? 
Roommat* noodod. Collig* Station. 
spring nmanor win wonderful woman 
Call CaJtHn. 433-4077 Cheapl 
Spring oomoolor - Spacious loll 
BR/balh/living area In Humor's Ridge. 
Halo or lomato. Great roommates Rent 
negotiable. Karon. 433-7774. 
VMage Lane (For**! HiHs) townhouea- 
For r*nt. Five person occupancy. Juno 
1994-May I»g5, Sl.lOOvmo. Call 896 
6346. 
Hunter's Ridge townhouee - $21S/mo 
♦ utilities Non-smoking. M/F. 
spring/spnng-summer. 432-9616 
Sublessor - Squire Hills spl. Ouiol 
roommales, W/D. A/C. Everything in 
great shape. $l50/mo. Call 434-6476. 
ask to. Drew. 
Sublol spring semester - Femele to 
sublet sharo room in Forest Hills. Call 
Arm, 433-3127. 
Please sublet my spll Take over my 
lease thrs Christmas On* BR. Squire 
Hill.  Call  Laura.  433-7066    Price 
negotiable. 
Femes* roommate needed - Available 
February t. Walk-in closet. 1441-0 
Devon Lane 433 9594 
FOR SALE 
Musk equipment - Peavy 2x15 bass 
cab wkh castors. $200; Peavy 260 guitar 
head. $100; art mullrverb voice/signal 
enhancer, $180; or all lor $450. Call 
Randy. 433-5875. 
Use Plus a knag* Writs* - $000. Cal 
434-8065. 
Groovy 45* - Far-out hats, neat room 
decor* $ mot* at Old Things, 10 
Mstsman Av*., downtown 
CerSlted ekl Instructor* ft eki petrol - 
Need n*w equipment at tow cost. Call 
Sarah. 433-7762. 
1M0 Dodge Shadow ES - $5*00, new 
mocor. 434-6571 after 4pm. 
HELP WANTED 
Waltr*aa** needed tor att*rnoons t 
evenings at Gus' Tavern*. 05 S. Main Si. 
I 
$2*7 50 - Sell 50 hMsftoua college T- 
shirts. pro» $387.50. 22 designs. A rlsk- 
lr** program. Cal now tor Ire* catalog, 
(800)304-3300. 
El Teco Valley Mall - Looking lor 
holiday help to begin immediatel 
Part/lull Urn*. Call 433-2867 or apply 
parson. 
B—ch - 8pilnBbraa* promoter. Small 
or larger groups. Yours tree, discounted 
or cash. Call CMI. (800)423-5264. 
Fro* trip* ft csshl Call us ft llnd out 
how hundreds ol students are already 
earning Iree trips ft lots ol cash with 
America's *l Spring Break company I 
Choose Cancun, Bahamas. Jamaica. 
Panama. Daytona or Padrel Call nowl 
Take A Break Student Travel. (800)328- 
SAVE or (617)424-8222. 
AA Crulee ft travel |oba - Earn 
$2500/mo.» travel the world Ireel 
(Caribbean. Europe, Hawaii, Asial) 
Ours* lines now hiring lor busy holiday, 
spring ft summer seasons. Guaranteed 
omptoymontl Call (919)929-4398. >107. 
Groups ft Clubs - Raise up lo $500 
$1,500 in less than one week. Plus win a 
tnp to MTV Spring Break 94 ft qet a Iree 
T-shirt |ust lor calling. (800)950-1039. 
i65. 
Earn $2,500 ft Ire* Spring Break trips! 
Set only eight trips & you go Ireel Best 
trips A pncesl Bahamas. Cancun. 
Jamaica, Panama Cilyl Great resume 
experience! (800)678 63861 
Spring Break '84 - Sell Irps. earn cash 
ft go (reel Sludent Travel Services is 
now hiring campus reps. Cal (800)648 
4849. 
Travel sales! Sunchas* Ski ft Batch 
8r*ak is accspting applications tor 
Spring Break campus reps Earn lop $$$ 
ft Irs* trips. (800)SUNCHASE 
Positions available In Sports Media 
Halation* lor spring semester 
Succ*sslul applicants will assist in 
covering th* 27 NCAA sports. Positions 
will r*quir* working evenings ft 
weekends. Writing experience is 
prelerred but not required. Applications 
ar* available in Sports Media Relations. 
Godwin HaU room 220. No phone calls. 
Deadsn** November 12 
A am** H*rrlsonburg business needs 
a reliable parson lo work about three 
hours a day, pretorably In th* afternoon, 
in our olios* in downtown Harrisonburg. 
Dull** would Include some data entry ft 
packing up videos lo b* shipped around 
th* country. $5.50 par hour. Apply In 
person at 122 S. Main Street, suite 206 
Ask tor Susan. 
Server, Host, KHch*n 
Portion* - Fun or Part Tim*! 
Gr*at working conditions 
with many othor »iud*nts! 
clayborne's 
221 University Blvd. 
Baakatball Rant' Officials 
Training Clinic 
Oat excellent training whils 
you aam monay. Employment 
registration 11/9 & 11/10 
in Godwin 213 
Call x3940 lor mora Into. 
LOST & FOUND 
Found - Leather bomber |ack*l By 
Hillside Held. Cal >4779. Pam 
SERVICES 
Skydlval    Com*    experience    an 
incredible adventure, skydiving, th* 
ultimata highl Call lor information. 
Skydive Orange, (703)942-3871 Come 
jump witi usl 
Typist - Accurst*, reasonable; 
computer/typewriter, rush jobs. 434- 
4947 Pager. 568 07 74 
Typing done - Sl'pag*. Rush |Obs. tool 
Cal Laura. x7110. 
Breakers! Sell Irips. earn cash, party 
Ireel Panama City Irom $99. 
Jamaica/Cancun $430. Padre $239, 
Daytona $79. Book early ft savel Call 
EST (800)234 7007. 
Don'l lorgel to sign up lor • Nuts ft 
Bolts workshop. For mots into, call 
.6538 
AKPsi congratulates 
Brothers Barry Eim*r, Christina 
Harris, Karry Hough, 
Kim Katfar, Trlcia Thomasson, 
Gab* Trasatti ft Tina Uparti 
lor I hair induction into Golden 
Kay National Honor Society! 
NOTICE 
For mora inlormation and 
assistanca ragarding lha 
investigation of tinancing 
business opportunities & work 
al horn* opportunities contact 
th* Better Business Buraau 
Inc., at (BOO) 533-5501. 
WANTED 
Crucial Substance - Reggae band, 
needs experienced drummer. 433-3661 
or 433^8922. 
PERSONALS 
Spring Breskl seven nights Irom $299 
includes A/C, hotel, transfers, parties ft 
morel Nassau, Paradise Island. Cancun, 
Jamaica. San Juan. Call Jill. 433-5951 or 
Elzabeth. 432-5558 or (800)GET-SUN 1 
Spring Break! Plan **riy - Save $30 
$50 ft get best rooms I Prices increase 
11/151 Bahamas cruise, six days, 
includes 12 meals. $2701 Panama City 
oceanview room with kitchen, $1291 
Cancun Irom Richmond, $419. Jamaica. 
$430; South Padre condo. $100; Kay 
West. $239; Daytona room with kitchens. 
$1491 Spring Break Travel. (800)678- 
6386 
Barr-ee news flesh - Huge shipment, 
men's pants. $16 $17. 
Spring Break - Bahamas party cruise. 
$2791 sa days! Includes 12 meals ft all 
taxesl This is a huge party' Great 
beaches ft nightlife' Hurryl Prices 
mease 12/101 (800)678 6386 
Holidsy    Food    Drive   One-Pitch 
Soflbell- tO-leam limit. Entries close 
11/9. Sign-up in Intramural! Ollice. 
Warren 300. 
Transfer Student* - Do you want to be 
a transfer guide for Spring 19947 Call 
Susan at 432 1423 or x6259 
Spring Breskl Panama Cityl Eight days 
oc*anvi*w room with a kitchenl $t 101 
Great locationl Walk to barsl Includes 
discount cardl Hurryl Prices increase 
12/151 (800)678*386 
Want to move Into Wsmpter Ms! next 
semester? Fill out an intorest survey In 
your hal office before November 121 
CPR certification, various class**. 
November 8-11. 6 10pm Basic. $5; 
professional. $10. Sign-up. Moody 102. 
Health Tslkt November 8-10. Ask 
questions, receive answers on vax. 
Anonymous. 
Let us help you during this important 
time. We have a warm, loving, stable 
home lor your child. Adoption is an 
option to discuss with Judi ft Jay. Call 
colect (804)358 0969. 
AIT - Hope you had a greet Founder's 
Day on the 4th Hope you have many 
more. The Gentlemen ol IIKA. 
IX - Gel ready! Frisbee Fling rs almost 
herei AXoCoaches 
WHO IS JESUS? 
Thursday, November 11 
8pm 
PC Ballroom 
AT - Congrats on • wonderful 
Anchorsplathl We all had a splashing 











Golden Kay Members' 
Maating 
November 11  7-9pm 
In the 
Game Room, Taylor Hall 
Free pool & video games! 
Bring your ID. 
Men'* Intrsmursl swimming ft diving - 
Entries do** 11/11. Event will take place 
immediately lolowing signups in Godwin 
Pool. Entries 6 6:30pm; race at 7pm. 
Hey Jen - Meet me, Berr-ee Station, 
silt dresses, hal price! 
Adoption - Christian couple seeking 
lo adopt baby. Loving horn*, attention, 
financial security. Call John ft Susan. 
Collect. (703)444 6824. 
Congratulations to our newly inliaMd 
Sigma Kappa Sistersl We are so proud 
ol you wonderful young lade* I We love 
you I 
Blood Drive - Nov. II, PC Ballroom. 
I lam-4pm. Sponsored by 1111". 
C*nd*c* - Hang in therel Grades ft 
everything else wit work themselves out! 
I'm so glad you're my Lime Srsl Col 
Congrats to IK Sisiers who got into 
Orrsaon Delta Kappal 
IK - Hop* tomorrow-* Founder's Day 
celebration is greatl Sincerely. IIKA. 
Happy Birthday Dawnl Love. Keti. Jus* 
• Hilary. 
Dell* Gamma - Congralufeuon* on a 
successful Anchorsplashl Lov*. AXil 
AKA - Thinks lor Friday nights 
aeetel Love, AXU 
- 
Spring Break to 
Cancun, Key West, or 
Bahamas for only 
$10! 
•Enter th* "Hunt lor th* Cur*" 
campus-wide scavanger hunt 
sponsored by Zata Tau Alpha 
& Party Perlacl's University 
Outpost to win one ol these 
trips lor you & three friends 
'The hunt is November 21 & all 
proceeds go to the Susan G. 
Komen Breast Cancer 
Foundation. 
"Only $10 a parson/4 people 
par team. 
'Free T-shirt upon registration. 
'All participants will celebrate 
with a party al JM's with free 
drinks & tree food. Many 
exciting prizes will be given 
away al lha party. 
•Call Cannie (x7488), Lelgha 
(x7487) or stop by Party 
Perfect (432-0287) to register. 




The BreezeMll raffle off a fuU-pa^e ad, with atf proceeds donated to Mercy Ji6use in Harrisonburg. Raffle 
tickets are only $10 each for an advertisement valued at more tlian $200! To get a ticket, call us at x6127. We 
" draw the winner on Nov. 30 and the ad will appear in the Dec 6 edition. Any university recognized group or 
M local business may buy a ticket 
All ads are subject to approyalby The Breeze atlvertising committee. 
fL4 
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JMU Campus / S. Main St 
433-3111 
Port Rd / Market St 
15% BIGGER 
than Papa John's 
$6-99 LARGE 
ONE 15" LARGE 
ONE TOPPING PIZZA 
SUB MEAL     1 
5. 9» 
Order Your Favorite 12" Super Sub, 
Chips & a Coke For Just *5,w! 
MM '     - £ * 
